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Foreword 

The U S Ai rhnes Deregulation Act of 1978 and the prior t / r /acto deregu-

lation accomplished by the C i v i l Aemnauiics Board constitute one of the 

few contemporary examples of rapid and substantial deregulation of an 

industry. Its polit ical s igni f icaiKe is obvious. T o the applied economist it 

is alst) signif icant in that, whi le falling short of being a controlled 

exper iment, this episode nevertheless provides unusually good <>ppor-

tunities for empir ical tests of theories about the effects of regulation. A 

number of such sludies have already appeared. and doubiless many more 

w i l l be made. In this volume Michael Ki rby summarises the major 

apparent effects on the United Slates industry's simcture and perfor-

ma iKC. In the same ve in , a detailed study by Starkie and Starrs at the 

effects of some relaxation of regulation (MI regional aircraft operators in 

South Austral ia is also included in the volume. 

It is also significant that at the same lime as the intellectual impetus 

toward airl ine deregulation occurred, a new theory of the relationship 

between market structure and performance was developed, and that, in 

part, the same people were involved in both endeavours. The develop-

ment of the theory of market contcstability. it seems clear, was stimulated 

by the practical co iwems of the airl ine deregulators and by their empirical 

knowledge of the industry. 

A s Christopher Findlay points out. the major rationale for airiine 

regulation has been the belief that air transport is a natural monopoly. 

Contestabi l i iy theory — summarised here both by Findlay and by Starkie 

and Starrs — casts considerable doubt on this belief. Th is is because even 

though many .Australian markets are "thin', permitting only i»ne profit-

able operator, they are contestable, i .e.. vulnerable to entry by outsiders, 

who can enter without incurring substantial sunk costs. The single 

operator may. in a sense, be a monopolist, but his monopoly power is 

sharply l imited by the threat of entry. 

I think the papers constituting this volume are of high quality. They are 

evidence of the big advances that have been made in recent years in our 

understanding of economic a.spects of air transport and of the issues 

involved in its regulation — advarices in the making of which the authors 

represented here have figured prominently. The Centre for Independent 

Studies is proud to have sponsored the Conference on which this volume 

is based, and to bring the participants' contributions to a wider audience. 

Ross P a r i s h 

v i i 
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Is Air Transport a Contestable 
Market? 

Christopher C. Findlay 

I . A V I A T I O N P O L I C Y I S S U E S 

T h e rcccnl attempt by East-West Airl ines to compete on domestic tnink 

routes has renewed interest in the question ot the number of airhnes 

permitted to operate on various routes in Australia. Thea* is a tear thai 

only one airl ine would survive competition on trunk routes. Some com-

mentators argue it would be efricieni to limit (he number to one. while the 

current regulations pnnect two. and some people — like East-West — 

would prefer three. 

T h e size of the Austral ian market and the view that scale economies arc 

signif icant in c i v i l aviation have led to the conclusion thai air transpon is 

a natural monopoly T h e surviv ing firm could be expected to use its 

power to exploit consumers The response to this analysis of the charac-

terist ics o f a i r transport has been extensive regulation (for a thorough 

rev iew see Kirtoy, 1981). T w o airl ines were designated to tiperaie on the 

trunk routes. Regulation attempted to strike a balance between the cost 

advantages of a single carrier and Ihe opportunity for competition. The 

designated carriers were protected from entry, so they could plan in a 

stable market ami exploit any economies In return for this privilege they 

had obhgations. T h e y were expected to provide services to relatively 

smal l and isolated communit ies and to cater for a wide range of tastes 

al l at 'rea.sonable' prices. 

T h e theme of this perspective was smallncss The Australian market 

was sma l l , so it was in danger of exploitation by a monopolist. Some 

routes were smal l , so they may not have been served. Some groups of 

passengers were srxu l l , so they may not have been offered special 

serv ice. T h e question in this paper is whether ' smal l ' is bad or beautiful? 

I I . C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S O F A I R L I N E C O S T S 

Although commentary on the Two-A i r l ine Policy usually stresses the 

relatively smal l size of the market in Au.stralia. it is not size alone that is 
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imponanl. The same Austral ian market supports a number of producers 
of other commodities and servicxs where markets are highly competitive. 
T h e assumption being made about air transport technology is that there 
are significant scale economies in the production of the service. T o assess 
the merit o f regulation, we must s lan by examining the characteristics of 
air transport costs. 

A i r c r a f t size 

There arc substantial scale economies with rcspcct to aircraft size. Costs 

per seal fal l as aircraft size increases. Th i s is illustrated in Table I . which 

is taken from a paper by Ba i ley and Pan/ar . Average cost on the larger 

aircraft is lower for each stage length. 

T A B L E I : Econom ieso f A i r c r a f t S i ze . 1980 

Stage Aircraft Seata AveraieCost 

I .eolith 

SUS 
SOOkm C V 5 8 0 56 61 

B 737-200 130 42 

1600 km B 737-200 130 64 

B 727-200 162 58 

2400 km B 727-200 162 81 
DC 10-10 380 69 

� 75 per cent load factor 

Source: E . E . Bailey and J . C Panzar. "The Contcsiabiliiy of Airline Markets 

Dunng the Transition to Deregulation'. IMW andComemporary Problems, 44, 

Winter. 1981. pp. 125-146. 

Th i s economy suggests there would be cost reductions from concen-

trating traff ic into fewer fl ights on any route. But this move would lower 

flight frequency and reduce service quality, since passengers w»>uld have 

to wait longer for a flight. The cost of this reduction in service quality 

constrains the extent to which aircraft size can be increased (Forsyth. 

1983). The presence of these economies has implications for service to 

smaller communities. 
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Smaller communities 

One option for serving smaller communities is (o offer direct flights lo 

al l desliftations. T h e flight frequency on each route is low under this 

option in order to exploit the economies in aircraft size. Another option is 

greater use of networking. Smal ler communities are served by more 

frequent flights to a local hub where passengers change p l a i K s . join 

others from their region, and f ly «o another hub on a larger aircraft. 

El izabeth Ba i l ey , during her recent visit to Austral ia, cmphasi.sed the 

increased use of hubbing in the deregulated US market. 

T h e local community would probably prefer direct service. s i iKC the 

total tnp time wi l l be shorter. On the oiher hand, flight frequency may 

increase with hubbing, so the net effect is uncertain. 

Some communit ies may not justify commercially any air transpon 

serv ice. Pas.sengers in that ca.se wi l l be forced (o u.se other modes of 

transport. I f the broader community believes it is valuable to have high 

quali ty air transport within close reach of all consumers, then it could 

demand that regulated carriers cross-subsidise routes. But the more 

eff ic ient approach is to subsidise the service directly so ihai a relatively 

smal l burden is borne by al l taxpayers rather than taxing a smaller group 

of consumers a l a higher rate. 

Kangr of service on each (light 

T h e economies in aircraft s ize explain why air transpon is provided in 

lumpy units at discrete intervals. When each flight provides just one type 

o f serv ice , and when the market is smal l , it implies long waits by 

consumers for a particular type of travel Thus there arc economies from 

combining various types of service on one flight. These itvlude the 

opportunity for passengers to buy a seal on the flight at very short notice. 

T h i s service can be made available by reserving a block of scats thai 

normally has a low load factor at a relatively high fare. There arc also 

economies from combining freight and passenger service. 

In the markets where passengers regard intervals between flights as 

signi f icant, each flight w i l l provide a range of types of service. Sor iK 

types of service may not be avai lable. I f the broader community believes 

such service should be avai lable, the efficient approach is lo subsidise 

those services direct ly rather than tax some consumers of air transport and 

subsidise others. 

In summary , there arc economies from combining various types of 

traff ic on the same fl ight, either passengers from different locations in a 

region or passengers who prefer different degrees of service quality. 
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Number of firms on a roule 

These characteristics of air transport mean that on some routes there 

are few flights per week. What is the implication for the number of firms 

operating on those routes? 

There may be significant f ixed costs of entry to a route so that as more 

flights arc added the costs per unit fal l . Th i s characteristic suggests that 

routes with few flights wi l l tend to be served by only one firm. These 

economies are l ikely to be exhausted after a couple of flights per day so 

that denser routes can support a larger number of operators. White 

concluded that scale economies would by important only on city pairs at 

� low' output (1979:571). 

Number of nrms in a networtc 

Even if scale economies are quickly exhausted on city-pair routes, 

there could be economies over the whole network. The number of firms 

in the network w i l l depend on ect)nomics in firm si re. 

Reviewers of the literature on scale economies generally report that 

there arc no significant economies in firm size (Bai ley and Panzar. 1981; 

Grenning and Coat. 1970: K i r by . 1981; White. 1979). Kiiby estimates 

that the minimum efficient scale of operation involves five aircraft 

(1981:34) . These results support the view that economies on an iiuli-

vidual route wi l l be exhausted on dense routes, and suggest that more 

than one firm could survive in a network. 

The popular v iew is that scale economies at the firm level are signifi-

cant. K i rby reports that many participants in the airline regulation debate 

claim the existence of significant scale economies (198 l : ch . 2). Brogdcn 

(1980) argues tfiat open competition would lead to a single airl ine, 

implying that scale ecomimies arc significant. The statistical evidence 

does not support ttiese v iews. 

S u m m a r y 

There may be single firms operating on some routes owing to econo-

mies in aircraft size and in increased output at low levels of output. On the 

denser routes, and over a whole network, a number of earners can 

continue to survive. In that case, operators wi l l be disciplined — in the 

absence of regulation — by their competitors. How can the single 

operator on a route be d isc ip l ined ' 

6 
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III. CONTESTABLE MARKETS 

Ideal ly , a single f i rm should be continually vulnerable to competitive 

forces. I f the incumbent is inefficient or charges excessive prices, then 

successful entry by new firms should be possible and profitable (Bai ley. 

1981). T h i s w i l l happen if the market is contestable (Bai ley and I ned-

laender. 1982; Baumo l . 1982). Other firms should be able to enter the 

route on equal terms to the incumbcni and have freedom over pricing. 

E a se of entry requires that durable goods that account for high fixed costs 

be readily transferable to other markets — for example, by second-hand 

sale or alternative deployment — so that their cost is recouped. Simi lar ly, 

human sk i l ls specif ic to the industry should not be specific to a particular 

route but transferable from market to market. These coiidiiions i iKan thai 

potential entrants can 'hit and run' at little cost. 

Sunk costs — that i s , costs that must be incurred lo enter a market but 

cannot be recovered on exi t — wi l l deter entry There will always be 

some sunk costs so few markets w i l l be perfectly contestable. When sunk 

costs are signif icant, the entrant must estimate more carefully the profit 

that can be earned before the incumbent responds and the probability that 

the entry bid w i l l not succeed. Size of sunk costs remains a critical 

var iable. 

A i r transpon involves substantial capital costs but these arc not sunk 

F o r c x a m p l e . the major item of capital is the airc'rafi. which can be flown 

on any route making entry easy to particular routes. The major sunk costs 

in air transport arc airports. Access to these facil i t ies, whether privately 

or publicly owned, should be arranged to avoid exploitation of monopoly 

power (Ba i l ey . 1981). 

There must be a pool of potential entrants for incumbents to be 

vulnerable to competition. T h i s is the case in Austral ia There are only 

two trunk operators but many rcgional operators and commuter firms. 

There are other firms in the economy — particularly freight carriers — 

who currently operate aircraft and could enter these markets. F inal ly , a 

large number of international carriers who fiy to Australia could be 

potential entrants to the trunk mules. 

There is some pricing freedom under the current regulatory system but 

there is not free entry. Behaviour ufKkr this system should not be used lo 

predict the type of behaviour that would be observed with free entry and 

pricing freedom. Under Ihe current system, incumbents have incentives 

to cut prices to drive out other firms (perhaps entrants on substitute 

routes) becau.se the restriction on entry makes future profits likely and 

those profits could compensate for losses during the fare war. 

Behaviour in deregulated markets in Ihe U S can be used to predict 

behaviour under deregulation in Austral ia. The total market In the U S is 
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much greater than in Austral ia. Cr i t ics sometimes claim this negates the 
value of any comparisons. But there arc thin routes in the U S where 
conditions are similar to those in Austral ia and the expcrietKC of deregu-
lation rclevant. Bai ley and Panzar observe, for example, that the threat of 
entry by trunk carriers imposed an effective competitive check on single 
local service carriers operating on long haul routes. The lesson for 
Austral ia is that even if routes arc served by one carrier, potential 
competition can discipline the natural monopolist. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Austral ian market is relatively smal l . The large continent and small 

population mean that many mutes are thin. The nature of air transport 

technology means that, ideally, some routes wi l l be served by only one 

operator. But this need not be a problem. The characteristics of air 

transpon — in particular, the flexibility of its major fixed cost, the 

aircraft — mean that such markets are contestable. The threat of poiential 

entry disciplines the behaviour of the single operator. Service by a single 

operator is not l ikely to be observed on the denser trunk routes On those 

routes, actual competition w i l l discipline the operators. 

The question posed was: what is the correct number of operators on 

Austral ian routes? My conclusion presumes that action is taken to permit 

entry o f new firms on equal terms, which depends especially on access to 

terminals and airports, The answer depends on the deiLsity of each route: 

one operator could be appropriate but one firm wi l l not dominate the 

whole system. The least cost number on a route wil l emerge in competi-

tion and even i f the outcome is one. the threat of potential entry can 

discipl ine the incumbent. 
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The US Airline Deregulation 
Experience and Its Implications 

for Australia 

Michael G. Kirby 

I . I N T R O D U C T I O N 

In Australia, as elsewhere, ihe issue of the most appropnatc economic 

policy for the airline industry provokes a lively debate. Panicipanis in 

this ckbate cannot afford to ignore the experience in the US industry over 

recent years, panicularly the government's revolutionary deregulation 

policy. This expericiKe provides an imponani source of empirical infor-

mation about airline economics and policy. However, in many Australian 

circles knowledge of the US dercgulatory experience is often only 

sketchy and anecdotal in nature. This paper surveys the extensive litera-

ture on US airline deregulation, presenting a bnef summary description 

of recent events and developments in the US industry and comments on 

the relevance of this experietKe to the Australian situation 

I l . T H E US A I R L I N E INDUSTRY B E F O R E DEREGULATION 

The regulatory framework 

The US airline industry has a tradition of extensive regulation dating 

from 1938 (more detailed descriptions of the regulatory framework in the 

US airline industry are available in Douglas and Miller. 1974; Kennedy. 

1975; and Keeler. 1978). Policy was oriented towards government pro-

motion of the air transport system and protection of the industry and was 

pursued through public utility style regulation. In particular, airiinc 

policy was often interpreted by the Civil Acninautics Board (CAB), the 

principal US regulatory uuthoniy. us allowing or requinng anti-

competitive policies. 

Much of ihe research for this paper *as undertalcen while the author �as employed 

ai the Australian National University The views expressed do not necessarily 

reflect those of the Bureau of Agricultural Eiooomics. 

13 
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The C A B controlled the numhcr of airline carriers in the industry and 
the routes on which each could fly. This control was typically exercised 
in a highly restrictive manner. F-or instance, no new trunk earners were 
certificated from 1938 to 1976. In addition, entry was contmllcd into 
every individual airiine market by means of route auihonty cases, which 
effectively limited most nHites to two or three carriers. Under a route 
moratorium no new route authonlics were granted from 1970 onwards. 

Fares were set according to a formula that related standard fares to 

distance travelled. The formula was supposedly based on average indus-

try costs, assuming a SS per cent load factor and 12 per cent return on 

capital However, the cht>scn formula resulted in fares less than cost for 

distances under 400 miles and greater than cost for those over 400 miles 

(Kahn. 1983). While sotnc discounts were allowed ai limes, airlines were 

not generally permitted to set prices below the standard fares. 

Subsidies were available to trunk and local service airlines to provide 

minimal adequate service to smaller communities. This often consisted 

of one flight per week. 

It is also important to iH>ie the areas of airline activity that were not 

subject to detailed regulatory controls. These included aircraft type and 

capacity, inflight services, and timetable schedules 

Kconomic asses.smenl 

This system of airline regulation was sharply criticised by many 

economists as being inefficient and contrary to general community in-

terests (Lcvine, 1965; Douglas and Miller. 1974; Keeler, 1978). Fares 

were alleged to be set loo high in that the allowed rate of return on capital 

was in excess of that required to earn a normal rate of profits. In response 

to these administered prices and the supernormal profits implicit in them, 

a tendency towards competition developed This mainly t(x>k the fomi of 

nonprice competition, e.g., improved scheduling, aircraft type and size, 

and intlighi services. It resulted in low load factors, large aircraft, 

frequent flights, and average or normal financial returns to the carriers. 

While this nonprice competition yielded some benefits to passengers it 

was generally thought that the price/quality combination of services 

provided was higher than desired. Empirical evidence to support this 

analysis was found in the behaviour of intrastate carriers in Califomia and 

Texas, which were outside C A B control and charged fares up to 50 per 

cent lower than the trunk airiines. 

The lack of new entry into the industry and into individual markets 

inhibited innovation and the provision of alternative pnce/quality options 

for air travellers. In addition, airline networks were pooriy integrated, 

with subopiimal route structures owing to the difficulty of acquiring nev* 

14 
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routes. The C A B awarded roules with little thought for selecting the 
minimum cost carriers, Instead, the main critenc»n for selection was route 
strengthening aimed at impn>ving the financial viability of carriers The 
result was an mdaslry characterised by geographic specialisation and 
sharp boundaries between earners (trunks, local service and commuters) 
— characteristics largely unrelated toecortomic and martet realities. 

Finally, the lack of competition meant that airline managements had 

reduced incentives to resist union demands, which led to so-called 

'regulation exploitation' by employees. The resultant high labour costs 

took the form of not only higher wages and salaries but also restrictive 

work rules. 

I I I . US . \ I R L I N E D E R E G U L A T I O N 

Two phases of deregulation can be identified: first, <fc/ac»« deregulation 

where bureaucratic decisions gave the industry increased freedoms; and 

second, de jure deregulation with the introduction of new legislation 

governing the US airline industry. 

From the mid-1970s onwards the C A B began to adopt a less restrictive 

regulatory stance ( C A B . 1982a). The route moratorium ended in 1975. In 

October 1976 the C A B relaxed the group affiliation nilcs for charter 

flights, thus providing a competitive alternative to existing scheduled 

services. In April 1977 restricted deep discount fares, e.g.. ihc American 

Airlines' Supersaver fare, were allowed so that scheduled carriers could 

match the charter operators. By March 1978 these had spread throughout 

the networks. In September 1978 the C A B introduced its "zone of 

reasonableness' approach to air fares under which carriers could readily 

vary their fares from the standard formula rales within the range minus 50 

per cent to plus 10 per cent. In addition, route award procedures were 

streamlined. Fare proposals were considered in making route awards 

from early 1977. while proceedings awarding routes to several carriers 

were intn>duced in 1978, By January 1979 the C A B had essentially 

removed most entry barriers. 

The Airlines Deregulation Act of 1978 signalled the de jure phase (for 

a detailed summary of the Act, .see Dubuc. 1979), This Act provided, on 

a phased basis, for extensive deregulation of the airline industry. In 

particular, it introduced virtually unrestricted entry and fare adjustment. 

The Act provided a timetable for reform. The C A B would k>se its route 

authority in December 1981 and its rate autht)rity in January 198.̂ . while 

the C A B itself would be termmalcd in January 1985. However, the 

effects of the Act were almost immediate. In ordinary route award cases 

willing entrants were usually admitted and the burden of proof was 

shifted so that opponents to entry were required to show that the proposed 
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entry was against public convenieiKe and necessity The Act also pro-
vided a statutory zone of reasonableness for air fares 

The importance of Ihe Act was twofold. It ratified the earlier de facto 

dercgulalory actions of the C A B . thus pmlecling the C A B from possible 

court cases. But. more importantly, it provided a permanent liberalisa-

tion of the industry. Thus the new appn>ach to airline regulation would no 

longer rely so heavily on bureaucratic whim or interpretation, would 

perhaps be more difficult to reverse, and would encourage and enable a 

ionj-cr-iiTTii re>p»>nsc In the mdusin . 

The overriding theme of the deregulation policy is competition. Maxi-

mum rcliaiKe is placed on the competitive market process to determine 

itKlustry efficiency, air fares, price/quality options, network structure, 

and Ihe financial fortunes of the airlines. However, while the policy is 

procompclitive overall, it is cautious in certain areas 

First, air .safety maintains its high priority. The Act is specifically 

designed to guard agaittst any deterioration of established safety stan-

dards. CoiKem was felt that expanded operations by commuters and 

newly certificated carriers might lower air safely. However, pnivisions 

were made for new safely standards for commuters as close as feasible to 

those of the certificated operators. Second, to allay fears lliat services to 

small communities would be terminated, the Essential Air Service Pro-

gram guarantees essential air transportation to eligible small communi-

ties for a period of ten years. This program replaces the former local 

service airline subsidies scheme and is designed to provide small com-

munities with access to the national system or to cities with close lies. 

Eligible communities include all those receiving air services in October 

1978 and some of those whose services were terminated in the previous 

decade Finally, the Airiines Deregulation Act has Ihe explicit goal of 

preventing predatory and anticompetitive practices. It seeks to avoid 

unreasonable industry concentration, excessive market domination, and 

monop«»ly power. 

IV. D E V E L O P M E N T S S I N C E D E R E G U L A T I O N 

Exogenous influences 

Economic analysis of policy proposals often utilises comparative static 

analysis In such an approach the ceteris paribus assumption, i.e., that all 

other factors or parameters in the economic system remain unchanged, is 

important in onlcr to isolate the effccLs of the policy proposal itself from 

(Uher possible changes within the system. 
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In reality, however, it is unlikely that the ceteris paribus assumption 
will hold. This has certainly been the case in the US airiinc indu.siry since 
deregulation. In particular, the indu.stry has faced changes in input prices, 
fluctuations in the business cycle. aiHJ strikes and other stoppages. For 
example, the airline input prices index rose 105 per cent from the fourth 
quarter 1976 to 1981. compared with a consumer prices index rise of 62 
per cent (Kahn, 1983:142). Fuel prices rose 2.X) per cent over the same 
peritxl while interest rates doubled from 9 percent in 1978 to 18 percent 
in 1981. There were boom conditions and rapid growth in GNF in the US 
economy during the period 1977-1979. whereas 1979-1982 was charac-
terised by recession conditions Demand for airline services is closely 
related to general economic conditions. The air traffic controllers' strike 
in mid-1981 had an uneven impact on regions, airports, and carriers as it 
led to decreased landings and flight diversions to relatively unaffected 
airports. A lengthy strike at United Airlines and the grounding of the 
DC-10 aircraft also occurred in eariy 1979. 

Thus circumstances within the airline industry have not been static and 

the effects of these changes are confounded with the impact of deregula-

tion. While this makes it difficult to isolate precisely the effects of the 

policy changes, information is nevertheless available on the workings of 

a deregulated airiinc system under a variety of conditions It also high-

lights the fact that any valid comparison between deregulation and 

continued regulation must be made under identical circumstances re-

lating to exogenous influences. 

Fares and costs 

There have been fundamental changes in the structure of air fares in the 

US since deregulation. In particular, the number of discount air fares and 

the sizes of discounts have significantly increased Whereas around 20 

per cent of air travellers flew with discount fares before deregulation, 

approximately 80 per cent were on discount fares in 1982 with an average 

savings of about 50 percent iTime. 1983). While this may he consistent 

with incrca.sed price discrimination, it is generally believed that the more 

correct explanation is that air fares are now more closely related to costs 

of production. 

Several observations give support to this explanation. First, shon-

haul. thin routes have become relatively more expensive than long-haul, 

dense routes. This reflects cost economies of longer stage lengths and 

increased market density allowing the use of larger aircraft. In addition, 

long, dense routes often tend to have a greater proportion of discretionary 

travellers. This tends to have an impact on relative route costs siiKe it is 

more expensive to provide a regular, frequent, low load factor service 
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often required to cater for noiHliscretionary travellers. Second, fares have 
been affected by an oversupply of wide-bodied jets, resulting from falling 
demand and iiKreascd fuel prices. This has especially affected long 
routes from which it is difficult to redeploy these aircraft. Price competi-
tion in the deregulated environment has resulted in fares below fully 
distributed costs. While such fares are unlikely to be sustained in the long 
run. they do reflect the decreased economic or opportunity cost of 
providing such .services. This reduced opportunity cost is illustrated by 
the fall in resale value of wide-bodied aircraft relative to smaller jets, 
which tKCurred around 1980. Finally, the industry has seen tfie introduc-
tion of increa.scd use of peak pricing. In any discussion of the relationship 
between fares and costs a basic point to note is. as illustrated by the above 
observations, that di.stance flown is not the sole factor determining the 
costs of airline service. 

While both standard and average fares have increased in the years since 

the introduction of deregulation, there arc grounds for suspecting that 

these rises were less than they would have been without deregulation 

Pnce competition and the freedom to enter markets has encouraged 

existing carriers to increa.sc efficiency by containing costs and increasing 

productivity. For example, airiines have incrca.sed the sealing density in 

their aircraft, operated with higher load factors, and achieved greater 

aircraft utilisation. Kahn reports thai the trunk airlines incrca.sed their 

seating density by over lOpercent between 1976and 1981 (1983:143). 

and that the average load factor of all cenificaled carriers was 60 per cent 

during the period 1977-1982 compared with 53 per cent during 1971-

1976 (1983:144). The C A B reports average aircraft uiili.sation by tlw 

trunk airiines was 9.5 hours per day dunng 1977-1980 compared with 8 9 

hours per day dunng 1973-1976 ( C A B , 1982a). This was aided by 

network changes enabling more effective summer/winter use of equip-

ment and incTea.sed average stage lengths (up 5 per cent between the 

above lime periods). Carriers have also sought to lower costs by negotia-

ting concessions on wage levels and work rules. 

New entrants into the airiine industry have stimulated increased cost 

efficiency. Cost differences of ihe order of 25-30 per cent have been 

observed between new entrants and established carriers (Kahn. 

1983:140). These differences have been atinbuicd to a less unionised 

workforce with lower wages and conditions and fewer senior staff (i .e., a 

breaking down of regulation exploilaiion by employees), and increased 

aircraft utilisation achieved by a variety of means including higher 

sealing densities, the use of less congested airpons. specialised 'mvfrills" 

services, and the operation of single aircraft types and single Hight 

segments rather than extended mute patterns. 

Changes in the quality of service (e.g, seating density and load factors) 

complicate attempts to measure the extent of any cost reduction achieved 
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after deregulation. However, one econometric study that allows for the 
changes in these aspects of airline service suggests that the costs of 
existing trunk and local service earners were on average around 5 per cent 
lower in 1977 and 1978 than they would have been without deregulation 
(Kirby. 1984) 

IVoflts 

In recent years the US airiine industry has experienced severe financial 

hardship. Earnings have fallen markedly, in some cases to the point of 

bankruptcy (e.g.. BranifO. However, it should be remembered that other 

industries and airlines in other countnes have experienced similar results 

in this period. In addition, financial pcribrmance in the airline industry 

has varied greatly among airlines and over time. The average return on 

investment for trunk and kKal service operators was 8.8 per cent during 

the years 1977-1980 compared widi 5,5 per cent during 1970-1976 

(General Accounting Office. 1981). 

The financial difficulties facing the airiine industry can be traced to 

several factors; 

a) the economic recession during 1979-82. which rivalled the worst 

since the depression. While demand fell overall, the recession had its 

greatest effects in leisure markets, 

b) a rapid increase in fuel prices, which rendered many older aireraft 

virtually obsolete and increased the difficulty of redeploying larger 

aircraft. 

c) management errors, e.g., the expansion plans of Braniff and Pan 

Am. It appears that carriers worrying about market shares performed 

relatively worse than those concentrating on profitability (Cohen. 

1981). 

d) deregulation, under which inefficient, high-cost airlines had in-

creased difficulty competing. 

e) the equipment legacy of the old regulatory system. For example. 

Ihe trunk airlines, with around 35 per cent of their capacity in wide-

bodied aircraft in 1978 (Graham and Kaplan. 1982:27). were less able 

to cope with deregulation and the exogenous pressures in the industry, 

as reflected in their relatively poorer financial performance. 

Network developments 

Substantial changes have <x:curred in the US domestic airiine network 

structure since deregulation (although statistical results relating to 

changes in network structure and services are very sensitive lo the chosen 
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lime period and therefore must be interpreted with considerable care). 

Many of these changes reflect a continuation of previous trends and 

responses to changes in the economy, e.g.. changing business cycles and 

fuel prices. However, changes have pn>bably been iK'curring faster than 

they would have under Ihe old C A B regulatory system. This has been 

welcomed by many including the industry itself, which now has the scope 

to be more responsive and flexible in the face of exogenous shocks. 

There has been a marked realignment of networks by carriers. Airiines 

arc generally moving towards longer routes than those they have been 

operating. For example, in 1979 when trunk airlines operated with an 

average stage length of 6S9 miles, the average stage length of routes 

added to their networks in that year was 797 miles The average stage 

length of routes deleted was 366 miles For local service carriers the 

figures were 268 miles. 428 miles, and 181 miles, respectively (Lauriac. 

1980). Such changes are closely related to the equipment legacy of the 

previous regulatory system. 

While overall service seems to have improved, the changes have been 

uneven between states and between hub types Large cities generally 

appear to have more service while smaller ones have less. For example, 

between June 1978 and June 1981 departures at vari«»us hub types 

changed thus: + 11 per cent at 24 large hubs, -t-6 per cent at 37 medium 

hubs, - 0 . 4 per cent at 70 small hubs, and - 2 per cent at 480 nonhubs. 

Departures were up overall ( C A B , 1982b). However, these quantitative 

measures tend to mask qualitative changes. 

The consensus seems to be that the airiine network is now better 

integrated and more closely matches desired traffic flows. There has been 

an increased use of major hubs and a de-emphasis on the use of secondary 

hubs. For example, in 1978 three out of 16 trunk and local service airlines 

operated more than 20 per cent of their departures fmm tlieir leading city. 

In 1981 the figure was 10 out of 16 ( C A B . 1983). Local service airiines 

have extended their networks to retain the traffic they previously fed into 

the trunk system In 1981. I I per cent of the local service airiines' flights 

were nonstop and longer than \000 miles. In 1978 there were tK) such 

services (Graham and Kaplan. 1982:29). Thus, while roughly the same 

proportion of travellers made connections in 1981 as in 1978. the pn)ptir-

tion travelling on the same airiine increased 25 per cent. Bener integra-

tion of Ihe network is also reflected in an iiKrea.sed emphasis on direct 

flights. While the number of departures from non-hubs decreased be-

tween 1978 and 1981. the number of departua-s from these to large and 

medium airports increased in the same period by 3 per c-eni and I percent, 

respectively ( C A B . 1982b). This reflects increased access to majorcilies 

and fewer multi-stop, 'milk-run' services. 

Looking specifically at small community service, there has been little 

evidence of wholesale abandonment of service or of a collapse of the 
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network. Commuter airlines have often been quick to replace any termi-
nated services, although there was some initial resistaiKe to certain 
disadvantages of commuter operations, e.g.. lower altitude flying in 
small, unprcssurised cabins The 72 small communities abandoned by 
trunk and local service airiines between 1978 and 1981 enjoyed a 30 per 
cent increase in the number of flights available to them (Graham and 
Kaplan. 1982:30). Furthermore, subsidy arrangements under the Air-
lines Deregulation Act appear to be a nKire cost effective means of 
maintaining minimal service levels than the former local service airlines 
subsidy scheme. From deregulation until 1982 local service carriers 
dropped 56 destinations eligible for subsidy. However, only about half of 
these needed a subsidy under the Essential Air Service Program and the 
subsidy costs per airport were less than 50 per cent of those neces.sary 
under Ihe fonner scheme ( C A B . 1982a). 

Cohen emphasises that the network restructuring to date has a signifi-

cant transitional element to it. It largely teflects the equipment legacy of 

the old regulatory system (i .e . . a glut of large and shortage of small 

aircraft) and an increased rate of aircraft obsolescence due to higher fuel 

prices. At any given point in lime there is a finite supply of aircraft 

services determined by maximum fleet utilisation. Efficient use of the 

community's resources is made when this supply is allocated to its most 

profitable uses, although it implies thai some profitable demand for 

services may. at that point in time, remain unsatisfied. This is the sU'aicgy 

under deregulation subject to the Essential Air Service provisions. How-

ever, in the longer run. when carriers have had the opportunity to adjust 

their fleet si/e and composition, all markets can be expected to receive 

service commensurate with demand. 

Industry structure 

liKlustry structure has changed considerably since deregulation. The 

former intrastate carriers have expanded their operations and new en-

trants such as Midway. People's Express and New York Air have 

emerged. These low cost carriers have been able lo find stmrces of capital 

to finance their operaiiims. which arc often specialised, point lo pt>ini. 

"no-frills' services. The ItK-al .service airlines have extended their activi-

ties by concentrating on holding their originating traffic Their fleets have 

proved adaptable in the competitive environment, enabling them to move 

into trunk markets and retain control of feeder routes. The trunk airlines 

have tried to extend downwards siiKC they can no longer rely on other 

airlines to feed their services. This has proved difficult fonhein given 

their fleet mix. Commuter airlines have increased their operations lo 

smaller cities where they arc replacing trunk and local service carriers. 
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Charter operators have generally performed poorly since their operations 
were mainly long-haul where there has been a glut of capacity, and they 
have a lower relative cost advantage compared w ith new entrants. 

There is less concentration in the industry as a whole and in almost all 

market categories. Smaller carriers have been growing more rapidly. 

Between 1978 and 1980 trunk airiines'traffic grew 15 per cent compared 

with 33 per cent for the local service airlines and 42 per cent for other 

carriers. As a result the trunk airlines' market share of revenue miles 

performed declined from 88 per cent in 1976 to 79 percent in 1982. while 

that of local service carriers grew from 8 per cent to 12 per cent over the 

same pcri«xl ( C A B . 1982a. 1983). 

Air safety 

Air safety can be a very potent issue in terms of public impact. 

However, siati.stics regarding air safety must be interpreted with care 

since results can be altered dramatically by a single, tragic accident. 

Fortunately, in the years since deregulation, the industry has enjoyed 

some of its best safely results on record. 

In 1980 the total accident rate for certificated earners was 0.221 

accidents per 100.000 hours, the best result on record. In 1982 the rate 

was only 5 per cent higher and the second best result of the last decade. In 

terms of fatalities per 100 million passenger miles flown, the average for 

the period 1977 to 1982 was less than haifthe average for the period 1971 

to 1976. Similarly, in 1982 the coimnuter industry recorded ihc lowest 

total and fatal accident rates in the eight years for which statistics have 

been available (data from Nonh. 1983). 

The available evidence strongly refutes the exaggerated claims of 

some commentators that deregulation will necessarily result in a lowering 

of air safety standards. 

Summary 

As with all regulatory changes there are both winners and losers. 

Groups tending to be worse off under airline deregulation include travel-

lers and airport operators at some small townships, some high conveni-

ence travellers, employees of certain existing airlines, and p»Kir airline 

managers. However, there are offsetting groups of winners including 

discretionary travellers, new employees, and efficient carriers. 

Probably the most oulstartding feature arising from the policy reform 

has been the dynamic nature of the industry when unimpeded by regula-

tory constraints. This is revealed by industry responsiveness to exog-
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cnous changes in its operating environment and its active pursuit of 
consumer patronage via cost reductions, innovative services, and diver-
sity of choice. Deregulation has led to fundamental improvements in Ihe 
US domestic airline industry through increasingly cost based lare>. net 
work restructuring, and greater efficiency overall. 

V. I M P L I C A T I O N S F O R AUSTRALIA 

The expcnence of the US airline industry with both regulation under the 

C A B and the recent deregulation is highly relevant for Australia and 

offers several lessons to us. It provides important cmpincal evidence 

regarding the economics of airline markets. 

Opponents of deregulation in the US pul forward many arguments to 

justify their position, e.g., claims relating to wasteful competition, 

monopoly, destruction of airline networks, and reduced safety standards. 

The experience to dale seems to refute their fears and gives credence to 

the pnKompeliiive stance of many economic reseaRhers of the industry 

Similar argunKnts have been used in the debate over Australian airline 

regulation (for a discussion of this debate, see Kirby, 1981). In light of 

the US experience, supporters of our existing regulatory policies must 

now argue that a competitive market approach is m»t applicable in 

Australia, rather than that it is fundamentally deficient. 

The Australian Two-Airline Policy is more resinclive than the former 

US regulatory framework. In particular, il exerts greater control on 

nonprice competition, especially with respect to capacity, which has 

probably resulted in a more desirable trade-off between flight frequency 

and load factors. However, its cost-plus pncing system in a market w ith 

restrictions on entry reduces incentives to be cost efficient. The Aus-

tralian regulatory system can be criticised for its lack of competition, 

minimal innovation, poor consumer choice, and high costs and fares 

(Albon and Kirby. 1983; Kirby, 1979; Forsyth and Hocking. 1980). 

Certainly there appears ample scope for an improved economic perfor-

mance in the industry. 

In the US the legislative appn)ach of deregulation was preferred to 

'enlightened regulation" as tlie way to stimulate increased efficiency in 

the industry. A similar conclusion is likely for Australia. It is better not to 

rely on Ihe whim or arbitrary inierprelaiion of politicians and bureaucrats, 

legislated deregulation reduces policy uncertainly, thus providing per-

manence and conditions more suitable for long-term planning It also 

lessens the possibility for losers to regain dominance over policy. In 

addition, the major potential gam in Australia is likely to be increased 

cost efficiency, which is not so readily attainable through simple options 

available to regulators such as raising load factors. 
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The US experietKe indicates that bureaucratic direction is not an 
institution well adapted to coping with the dynamics of this industry. This 
is also Ihe case in Australia and is well illustrated by the Au.stralian 
bureaucracy's preoccupation with the cotKepl of the national network' 
and by its desire to neatly categorise carriers and their tasks (Kirby. 
1982). 

Il is important to appreciate that the direct relevance of the US experi-

ence lo ihe Australian situation comes from the information it provides on 

Ihe market process and the broad, qualitative nature of the likely results 

from a move to a competitive airiine market environment — not from the 

precise details of the US market outcome The US deregulation cxpen-

etKC indicates that competition can work in airiine nuirkels. However, 

since conditions of both demand and supply differ between the US and 

Australia, it is unlikely that market outcomes will be identical in any 

precise, quantitative sense. Thus in a deregulated Australian airline 

market one should expect to observe levels of fares and costs, aircraft 

types and numbers, network route structures, and other features different 

to those occurring in the deregulated US system. In particular, it is 

important to note that the smaller absolute size of the total Australian 

market compared with the total US market dt>es not necessarily invalidate 

the prtKompetitive approach in Australia nor the relevance of the US 

deregulation experience. 

Events in ihe US also suggest several potential problem areas associ-

ated with deregulation in Australia. First, it is necessary to ensure that 

management of airport infrastructures, e.g.. access to departure slots and 

terminal facilities, supports a competitive policy. Second, regulation of 

intrastate services should be compatible with Federal policy. Finally, 

labour union influetice on new airlines is a possible stumbling block to 

effective policy reform. New and potential entrants provide an imp»irtant 

source of stimulus to the deregulated industry. This may be frustrated if 

unions achieve dominance similar to that obtained under existing 

policies. 

Finally, it must be remarked that the outUxik for significant policy 

reform in the shape of deregulation docs not seem favourable for Aus-

tralia. There are several factors not so present in Australia that were 

important at the time leading up to deregulation in the US These include 

greater scope for political entrepreneurs in the US political system (e.g.. 

Senator E . Kennedy: see Weingast, 1981) and widespread dissatisfaction 

with govcmment regulation in general and C A B activities in particular. 

When the Two-Airline Policy was last renewed in 1981 it appeared that 

the lime may have then been appropriate for policy reform. There were 

several recent academic studies criticising the industry, critical public 

reports, unusually active agitation within govcmment circles, and wide-

spread coverage of the issues in the popular press (Kirby. 1979. 1981; 
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Forsyth and Hocking. 1980; Dcpartmeni of Transport. 1979; Report of 

the Indeptrtdeni Public Inquiry into Domestic Air Fares. 1981). How-

ever, the outcome was in many ways an even iiK)re restrictive policy. 

Although the recent change of Federal Government adds a further ele-

ment of uncertainty, it seems unlikely that the Australian industry will see 

significant policy reforms in the near future. 
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Q : T h e development of hubs was one of the results of deregulution in the 

United States. T h e way that they were described this morning seemed to 

mdicate that they would be quite a significant part of the whole process 

wi thin a deregulated Australian market Where do you see the increased 

development o f the these hubs, given the distribution of significant 

centres o f population by Australian standards? 

C h r i s t o p h e r F i n d l a y : It is enormously difficult to predict where hubs 

w i l l develop. What I am trying to get is a structure for thinking about how 

the market is going to develop. Smal l communities arc clearly concerned 

about what is going to happen to their scr>'icc. We can say that in the U S 

many small communities developed into hubs when more traffic was fed 

through. Through hubs we can see the economies of consolidating people 

on large aircraft and we can also see the effects on service from the small 

communities to the hubs. So some<if their concerns may not be justified. 

In a very sparsely populated region the hubs wi l l be very difficult to 

predict and may take a long time to develop. Then perhaps the strategy to 

adopt if you are concerricd about service to those communities is a direct 

subsidy to the airlines. Y o u could do that i f you had enough resources. 

O r i f you had enough research resources you could set up an experi-

ment and design the least-cost network for Australia, but I d say that was 

not necessary to do in advance because the least<ost network would 

emerge from the competition anyway. 

M i c h a e l K i r b y : L i k e C h r i s . I would not want to predict where hubs 

would develop, f m not in the airline management business. In tenns of 

smallness. there arc some pretty small communities in the U S too and it 

seems that all but the very smallest of them have received or are capable 

o f receiving unsubsidised airline services. The C A B used to think that 

something l ike 40 pas.sengers a day would support unsubsidi.sed air 

services. So I think that for a lot o f the small communities in Australia ihe 

prospect is there for the continuation or even extention of airline services 

under a more* competitive environment. 

Q : Michael , have you ever heard the reports I ' ve heard thai some of Ihe 

entrant a i r i i i K s in the States have been able to reduce their operating aini 

labour costs by up to 50 per cent with new kinds of contractual arrange-

ments wi th staff? What sorts o f implications does this have for the likely 

f a l l in the average costs of airiinc services in Australia in a deregulated 

cnviroment? 
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K i r b y : In the U S new entrants have been a very important source o f 
competition and stimulus to the industry, and they have indeed enjoyed 
noticeably lower cost structures. One particular fear I might have in the 
Austral ian industry is that we would not necessarily get as much o f a 
stimulus f m m new entrants here because the union movement in Aus-
tralia might be more strongly organised and able to prevent new entrants 
from enjoying the salary reductions and less restrictive work practices 
that have occurred in the States. 

I mentioned before some of the econometric work I 've done. The 

figures are for Ihe period 1971-78 and suggest that after allowances are 

made for things like number of airports serviced, load factors, average 

aircraft size, number of departures, proportion of freight to passenger 

services, proportion o f scheduled ver>es unscheduled flights, fuel prices, 

and labour costs, the Australian industry has costs something like 55 per 

cent higher than the cost o f equi valent operations in the U S . So that is one 

reason why I feel that cost eff ic iency in the Australian industry is 

potentially one of the biggest areas of gain from a deregulated 

environment. 

R a y B a l l : Before I close this fus t morning session off I want to take 

Chairman's prerogative and make an observation myself in relation to the 

issue of hubs. 1 am not speaking as an aviation expert — 1 know very little 

about the industry at all — but as a perM>n who spends a little time looking 

at markets and how companies and maruigers operate within markets. I ' d 

have thought that C h n s ' s illustration of the hubs could be treated as just 

one illustration o f what has occurred in one geographic context as a result 

o f al lowing the creativity of market solutions to get running, of allowing 

entrepreneurs the scope to profit by serving people through entrepreneur-

ship. I would not see it as necessarily saying that the same gei>graphic 

stnicture would dictate the same solution in Australia, but simply as an 

example of w hat can happen when you allow people to be innovative with 

solutions. I think the answer to your question would be that in general we 

don't have to plan these things in advance When market forces are 

operating we do not need to specif ical ly say what the outcome wi l l be in 

order to say that there w i l l be gains from allowing innovation and 

creativity. 
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I . I N T R O D U C T I O N 

T h e argument presented in this paper is not erudite, nor is it supported by 

a mass o f sk i l l fu l ly manipulated quantitative evidence. It i s based on a 

single idea — not a new idea, and at present a seemingly unfashionable 

one. Nevertheless, it introduces another dimension to the discussion of 

domestic aviation policy in Australia. 

Bas ica l ly , the idea is that we arc discussing 'domestic aviation' and the 

T w o - A i r i i n e Pol icy not because there is any natural or functional distinc-

tion between domestic and international aviation, but because there has 

been for many years in Australia an anif ic ia l and institutionalised di-

chotomy between them. 

I I . T H E A T T I T U D E I N W E S T E R N A U S T R A L I A 

A t this stage the reader may be apprehensive about being exposed to 

another b«>nng litany on the 'unique problems' of Western Australia. 

That I S not really what this paper is about; the issue has much wider 

implications. Nevertheless, the dichotomy between domestic and inter-

na l io fu l airline services is discussed in the context of the nation's m a j o r 

tran.scontinental air route — that linking Perth with Melbourne and 

Sydney (and Adelaide) - and o f the lesser transcontinental air route 

l ink ing D a r w i n to the p«)pulated southeast comer o f the comment. 

It cannot be denied that some changes in air transport policy, particu-

lariy at the national level , have favoured transconiincntal air travellers. 

However , in Perth most o f the changes would be regarded as progress 

towards redressing a bias against the captive transcontinental air pas-

senger — a bias that has been inherent m the evolution ot the nation s air 

transport system. 

T h e formation of the Independent A i r Fares Comminec ( l A F C ) did 

a l l o w the States and others to present their cases regarding the d o m e s t K 
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airline system. A n d . in its August 1982 cost alltKation review, the l A F C 

did respond favourably to the case put by Western Australia. It can I V J 

longer be claimed that there is a cost-based bias against long distance 

travellers inherent in the formulae used to derive standard economy air 

fares: nor can it be claimed that there is a cost-based bias against short 

distance travellers. 

It cannot be inferred from this improved set o f circumstances that the 

Government o f Western Australia should have a long-term commitment 

to either the I A F C or an air farc formulae approach to setting air farcs. Its 

policy attitude must spring f rom a c o i K e m for the lot of transcontinental 

air travellers. Now as in the past, commitment to institutionalised and 

cost-based air fare formulae rather than market-determined air farcs rests 

on the fol lowing tenet: while Ansett and T A A arc shielded fn)m competi-

tion, the Federal Government has a rcsponsibility to ensurc that air fares 

reflect operating costs. 

I I I . C A B O T A G E A N D T H E T W O - A I R I J N E P O L K 1 

What shields Ansett and T A A from competition is . of course, the Federal 

Government 's Two-Ai r i ine Pol icy. 

With in Austral ia, nearly a l l o f the long distaiKe passenger air transport 

is undertaken by rcgular and scheduled airline services operating on what 

are known as major domestic routes: that is , routes connecting the 

nation's major cities and towns. For 30 years the Two-Air l ine Policy has 

guaranteed Ansett and T A A exclusive access to these routes. 

Many t>bservers have pointed out that the Two-Air i ine Policy has 

continued unchallenged only because o f the power of the Commonwealth 

to control the importation o f aircraft under the trade and commerce power 

in the Constitution. It is suggested here that the unwritten (until 1981) 

Federal policy o f segregating international from domestic carriers was 

also necessary for the maintenance and survival of the Two-Ai r l i nc 

Policy. T h i s policy o f segregation was formally recognised in Ihe tighter 

package of Two-Ai r i ine Pol icy legislation, which was ratified by the 

Federal Parliament in 1981. Domestic and intemationai segregation was 

enshrined in the 1981 Airi ines Agreement (Section 15 of the Schedule to 

the A c t ) . Australia 's intemationai operator. Qantas. was not u signatory 

to Ihe Agreement. 

W e ore so used to this situation that questioning the segregation of 

internal aivJ international airline routes may seem like questioning an 

article of faith. The dogma of airl ine cabotage in Australia prevents not 

only foreign intemationai airlines but also our own intemationai airline 

from operating on Austral ia 's major domestic routes. We tend to forget 

that this situation is uniquely Australian. Within Europe a good deal of 
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long distance air transport is carried out by charter operators. In the 

United States domestic airlines operate on some intematicmal routes and 

vice versa. In Indonesia Garuda serves both domestic and international 

routes. In Canada the situation is similar, and so on. 

I V , D E R K G U L A T I O N : I M P L I C A T I O N S F O R W E S T E R N 

A U S T R A L I A 

C a r e f u l observers w i l l h a v e noticed that, despite the mood of dissension, 

the Government of Western Australia has never called for complete 

abandonment of the Commonwealth 's Two-Ai r l ine P o k y There arc 

practical difTiculties associated wi th immediately dismantling the protec-

tion o f (he two airline system. Not the least of these is the present T w o 

Ai r l ine Agreement A c t . which has the force of law until at least 1986. 

However , the.se difficult ies apart, the State has had good reason for a 

cautious approach to completely deregulating domestic airhnes. 

T h i s caution in Westem Austral ia has been caused by uncertainty 

about what the concept o f deregulation really means in the Australian 

context, and what sort of system of transcontinental air services would 

emerge f rom total or partial deregulation of Australia's domestic a i r l i iK 

system. There are dozens o f ptissible sccnanos for deregulation, but 

broadly they f a l l into two groups: 

Scenario A : deregulation of d o i i K s i i c aviation, without allowing 

domestic and international traffic to mix ; or 

Scenario B : deregulation o f domestic aviation, side by side with a 

policy that does away with domestic and international airline 

segregation. 

I f we l«x>k into the future to try to envisage what Mirt of system would 

emerge under each o f these scenarios. Scenario A gives cause for much 

greater concern than Scenario B . 

Under ' total ' domestic deregulation that maintains cabotage, in other 

words Scenario A . we could end up with a monopoly airline or be stuck 

wi th the same old collusive duopoly, acting much as they do now but 

without the protection and blessing o f government 

I n this scenario many Westem Australian travellers, busincsspeople in 

particular, would be in the same situation they a rc in today Their price 

elasticity o f demand is low and they would continue to be captives m the 

airl ine market. The air l ine(s) would quite sensibly indulge in price 

discrimination. T h e mark-up on costs would be higher on the trans-

continental routes than on short-haul east coast routes. 
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Transcontinental air lares would probably be set just low enough to 

discourage competition on (his prorttable route Whether these fares 

would be lower than existing air fares is a moot point. In fact it is quite 

likely thai they would be. but this is not a prediction that can be made w ith 

confidence. 

Under total deregulation under Scenario B . transcontinental airliiK 

ser>icxs would operate in an entirely different environment. The trans-

continental route would become part o f the international route network 

thai hubs mainly on Singapore and on Sydney/Melbourne. The number 

o f flights betwen Perth and Austral ia 's cast coast would fall significantly, 

simply because the route would be served by larger aircraft . There would 

still be a mix of aircraft types on the route, ranging from B747s to B737s. 

However, the accent would shift f m m B727s to larger aircraft like the 

B747 and the A 3 0 0 Airbus. The frequency of service between Perth and 

Adelaide would probably f a l l significantly. 

Under Scenario B , some interesting new route structures emerge. For 

i n s U i K e . it is conceivable that there ctMild be an Ansett B727-200 

operating twice a week in each direction on the Perth-Jakarta-Singapi>re-

Darwin-Al icc Springs-Adelaide-Perth uiangular route pattern. 

Under Scenario B , there would undoubtedly be a greater range of 

lower air fares available for travel between Perth and the east coast of 

Australia. For first class and business class travel, fares would remain 

high. But . most importantly, consumers would encounter a greater range 

of fares and travel choices. 

V. IS THIS AN ISSUE NOW? 

The cynics , particularly among the airline operating fraternity, might say 

why bother about this issue now. Qantas. who was apparently quite keen 

to get into doi iKsl ic aviation two years ago. particularly on the major 

transcontinental route, now seems to have gone cold on the idea. Besides, 

the present scries of Acts and Agreements effectively enshrines the two 

airline system until 1986, i f not 1989. The present Federal Goveminent 

does not appear to have a policy commitment to altering that legislation 

One po.ssibic reason why Qantas is no longer interested in domestic 

routes is that both Qantas and the two major domestic operators now find 

themselves with excess aircraft capacity Amalgamating the two markets 

could only exacerbate thai situation. 

(There arc two interesting reasons for this excess capacity situation. ( I ) 

II reflects a worldwide downturn in demand for air travel — which is . in 

lum. an effect o f severe economic recession. ( 2 ) It is also a consequence 

of airline investment decisions made three or four years ago — the 

decisions by Ansett and T A A to get into wide-bixlied jets Thus they were 
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able to dangle those 'shiny new toys' in front of the then Federal 

Government as an irresistible incentive to ensure continued pmtection of 

I he two airline system.) 

Now is Ihe time for the people in Canberra to start thinking seriously 

again about domestic airline deregulation. As Western Australians know 

f rom bitter expenence, it can take years for acceptable ideas to become 

reality through policy implementation. 

It should also be noted that when the present package o f domestic 

airline legislation was unveiled in cariy 1981, an extensive public review 

of domestic aviation policy was promised. This review was to be com-

pleted by Ihe end o f 1985. Whether the present Federal Government has 

any commitment to carrying out that review is unknown. There have been 

no public pronouncements to suggest that it does. However, i f it does 

have any such commitment the Federal Government must get the review 

underway st)me time in the next 12 months if its review findings are to be 

penincni to a decision to either extend the present Two-Air l ine Agree-

ment or a l low it to lapse. The Western Australian Government wi l l 

undoubtedly suggest in the strongest terms that such a review should 

seriously consider the impact of segregating domestic and international 

airlines on the two air transport corridors that link Perth and Darwin to the 

populated southeast comer of Au.siralia. 

I f such a review is not imminent, then perhaps this issue is une to which 

some relatively erudite organisation, such as the Bureau of Transport 

Eiconomics. could focus its considerable research resources over the next 

two or three years. 
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I , INTRODUCTION 

Domestic airlines in Austral ia arc recovering from a difHcult period. 

Trans Austral ia A i r i i ncs ( T A A ) made a loss in 1981-82 and 1982-83's 

result was much worse. Ansctt also recorded a worse f i n a i K i a l perfor-

mance for 1982-83 than for 1981 -82. T r a f f i c not only slowed but acnially 

f e l l , and air i incs normally plan for growth even in poor years Regional as 

we l l as trunk airlines were affected, and commuter airiincs were possibly 

the worst affected of a l l . although little financial information is available 

except for the trunk lines (Qantas. the international carrier, is also 

affected but is not considered here). 

I n this paper the nature o f airiine costs, revenues and profits are 

examined in general terms. T h i s provides the basis for a discussion of 

profitability and pricing under deregulated and regulated environments 

T h e final section assesses the significance o f airiine losses and policy 

resptmses to them. T h i s is particularly relevant for the industry's closest 

regulator, the Independent A i r Fares Committee ( l A F C ) . 

11. T H E V A R I A B I L I T Y O F A I R L I N E C O S T S . R E V E N U f S 

A N D P R O F I T S 

Cos t s 

There is very little infomiation available on how airline costs vary in 

response to short term traff ic changes. This reflects the fact that demand 

growth is the norm, and that it is usually easier to adjust to reducti<ms in 

the rate o f growth than to actual falls in traffic. It is sometimes tritely 

asserted that the short run marginal costs of airlines arc low because load 

factors (the percentage o f seats or capacity filled) are rarely lOO percent. 

In fact, for an eff icient ly priced airline short run marginal costs wi l l equal 
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the price that covers costs and yields a 'normal ' profit (that is. diere is 

little evidence of economies of scale). The question i s ; what happens to 

marginal cost when output vanes from the levels for which long run 

decisions were made ( i . e . . planned output levels)? 

Economisis have said little on this question because the data needed to 

resolve it are no! usually available outside the f i rm (recent U S experience 

provides some observations, unreliable though they may be). Most 

discussions o f airline profitability concentrate on the demand side and 

assume that costs are f lexible (Mi l l e r . 1977). T h i s may be approximately 

true for different levels o f growth, but it i s unlikely to be true for fal ls in 

output. W e cannot get round the problem by classifying costs into ' f i x e d ' 

and 'variable ' and assuming thai the fixed costs must be incurred The 

distinction between fixed and variable costs depends on the period being 

planned for (Alch ian . 1959) Thus an air l ine 's response to a five percent 

drop i n t raf f ic for six months depends on whether it expects the drop to 

continue for the next six months, the next year, two years, or however 

lung. Obviously it w i l l adjust more for changes that arc expected to be 

long lasting. 

By and large, airlines are l ikely to believe that downturns in demand 

w i l l be shortlived. I f traffic growth is expected to be high in the future, 

airlines w i l l not wish to reduce their capacity to serve it by very much. 

Costs w i l l thus be relatively insensitive to current traffic bui wi l l depend 

on p l a n i K d traffic levels, and they may be diff icul t to reduce on short 

notice. It is not easy to alter capacity, especially i f it means buying 

aircraft in a boom or selling in a slump. ( T h i s , o f course, need not be the 

case wi th Australian airi incs, because Australian traffic cycles need ncH 

correspond to U S or world cyc les . ) Many nonaircraft costs are related to 

avai lable aircraft capacity, not capacity in use. The number of trained 

fiight crew and the size o f maintenance and serving facili t ies w i l l depend 

on capacity. Costs are l ikely to be relatively invariant to traffic when only 

bnef changes are anticipated. 

Whi le capacity may be fa i r ly fixed, the rate at which it is used need not 

be. Fewer flights may be scheduled, fuel may be saved (20-25 percent o f 

total air i ine costs), and other malenals need not be purchased. However, 

the presence of fixed costs and marginal costs that fall below average cost 

uhen traff ic is below forecast levels w i l l mean that load factors fa l l in a 

recession. T h i s wi l l happen in regulated and unregulated markets. Reces-

sions viewed as temporary intnxluce another complicating factor. Ai r -

lines may be unwill ing to reduce their use o f capacity a s much as would 

be economically warranted because they fear losing a long term competi-

tive advantage to a rival, especially on thin routes. T h i s a l so reduces the 

flexibil i ty o f costs. 

The foregoing arguments suggest that in the short term airline costs m 

Australia may be fair iy fixed. Short run marginal cos t s m a y v a r y widely 
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w ith economic conditions, but in practice airiines do have some scope for 

adjusting capacity possessed or operated. Recessions are spurs to greater 

e f f i c i ency , so adjustments are l ikely to occur then. 

Revenues 

T h e revenue side is straightforward. Demand for airiines is quite 

sensitive to overall income changes and responds quickly to them. Most 

evidence points to an i iKome elasticity in excess o f unity, and this means 

that downturns in the economy wi l l lead to magnified downturns in 

air i inc demand. T h i s w i l l be true o f both business and leisure demand 

T h e t raff ic downturn in 1982-83 was a predictable result of the recession 

in Austral ia . 

Profits 

Some industries have low pn) f i i margins, but total costs vary widely 

and demand is fair ly stable (for example, the retail food industry). Others 

have inflexible costs but high margins (for example, retail fashion 

clothes). In the airline industry demand is highly variable, or at least 

sensitive to economic conditions, costs are relatively infiexible. and 

profit margins are low — on average around two per cent. A l l of this 

suggests that profits would be quite volatile T o examine this question we 

need to look at pricing Regulated and deregulated markets wi l l differ in 

this respect because of different pncing arrangements. 

I I L P R I C F ^ S A N D P R O F I T S U N D E R D E R E G U L A T I O N 

In a deregulated market there is little to stop profits from being volatile. 

Prices w i l l tend to be set at short run marginal cost, thus they wi l l fa l l 

during recessions and rise during booms. What this means for profits 

depends on demand elasticity. I f demand elasticity is around unity (which 

It may be in the sh<in run: see Trans Australia Airl ines. 1982) or less, the 

price fa l l w i l l add nothing to revenue, though it w i l l increase costs 

(because traffic w i l l be higher than if prices had remair)cd constant). It is 

possible, however, that if demand is highly elastic (in the shoit run) lower 

prices may moderate losses. 

T h u s , in a deregulated environment, profits w i l l tend lo be more 

volatile than if prices were kept constant or manipulated to preserve 
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profilability. Traffic, on the other hand, will be less variable, as its fall 
wi l l be moderated by the fall in price. From an allocative efficiency point 
of view, this is a good result. When capacity is underutilised, there will 
be pressures to use it. Likewise, when capacity is in short supply it will be 
rationed efficiently. But airiine profit volatility does have a cost It 
increases the nsk asstx-ialed with the firm, which in turn increases the 
firm s cost of capital. The cost increa.se need mil be great since the 
volatility is predictable and quite systematic. (For this reason, lenders are 
willing to lend money to US airiines that have been making big losses.) 

Airiine deregulation in America happened during a boom m the US 

economy, and then the most severe recession since the Second World 

War. For a time pmfits reached record levels, and they were followed by 

record losses. Neither, as such, was the prixJuct of deregulation (what-

ever its supporters or opponents may claim) Deregulation pn>bably 

increased the volatility of profits, but not the average level of profits 

(Forsyth. 1981), The recovery is pmviding a test of this. Already airiine 

profits are increasing sharply Traffic has been higher than it would have 

been i f C iv i l Aeronautics Board regulation of fares had been maintained. 

Commuter airlines are less regulated in Australia than trunk airlines as 

to entry and. effectively, pritxs. They may have more variable costs than 

trunks (they can sell aircraft and lay off employees more easily), though 

demand is probably just as sensitive to economic conditions and profit 

margins are low. The commuter airline industry has been having a 

difficult period, and individual operauirN have been forced to leave. 

IV. P R I C E S AND PROFITS UNDFK R E G U L A T I O N 

l l is possible under regulation for prices to be raised in a recession to 

pmtect profitability and held down during a boom to re.strici high profits. 

Regulation of prices, especially when backed up by regulation of ca-

pacity, makes it possible for the regulator, possibly jointly with the 

industry, to choose any price. Hence price regulation essentially creates a 

nxinopoly. This monopoly power need not be used, but there will be 

strong pressure from the industry for countercyclical prices to even out 

profits. Often regulators will see their job as easuring that prices arc set ui 

(average) costs for each individual year or period. This implies raising 

prices in the recession. 

The Australian airlines have had a remarkably even history of profit-

ability, especially since I960, which cannot be explained solely in terms 

of consistent growth in (he economy (Holcrofi, 1981). A pattern seems to 

have developed. When demand growth falters, as it did in 1975. prices 
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rise in real tenns (ur relative to airline input costs), and as demand 
expands they fall. I f the allowable prices are set according to average 
cost, they will rise during recessions. Average cost appears to be what 
regulators have used as a guide 

The consequences of this policy arc magnification of the swings in 

traffic and lower allocative efficiency. Jusi at a time when capacity is 

readily available, its utilisation is further lowered. This may not matter if 

the fall in demand is slight, but for nxxlcraie or large falls it will have a 

big effect. .Suppose demand falls by 5 per cent and the elasticity of 

detnand is unity. Suppose further that 50 per cent of an airline's c<>sts are 

variable within the period being considered. I f costs arc to be covered. 

reaJ prices will have to rise by 5 per cent and output fall by 10 per cent. 

Protecting profits has doubled the downturn in traffic. 

Regulation need not lead to completely stable profits Indeed, costs 

may be so inflexible and demand so clastic that total stability is not 

possible. Regulation can be used to reduce the volatility of profits, but the 

cost of doing this is incrca.sed volatility of demand and lower all<Kative 

efficiency. These costs could be significant. To measure them we need to 

take a base situation. Suppose we a.ssuine constant prices. (Of course, 

(his is not an ideal policy since prices ought to vary with demand to 

achieve efficiency. See section I I I . ) As a rough indication, the allocative 

losses from a 5 per cent reduction in traffic due to higher pnces, with 

unitary elasticity of demand, could be around 0 25 percent of industry 

revenues, in Australia, these are currently well over SlOOOm per year. 

Put slightly differently, to avoid a loss of $25m being incurred by the 

industry the regulator would have to impose a loss of S27.5m on con-

sumers. Larger traffic falls would imply more than proportionately larger 

allocative losses if regulation serves to keep profits even Would the 

airline industry be prepared to pay the government upwards of $2.5m to 

keep its profits even (but no higher)? 

If profits arc to be protected during a recession, the most efficient way 

of doing so is thri)ugh discriminatory pricing, or cross-subsidisation of 

one group of passenger^ by another. This is another example of the 

Ramsey-Boiteux solution to the pricing problem when costs must be 

covered (Baumol and Bradford. 1970). it is a second-best solution to be 

used when the best solution is not available. In the airline context it would 

be fairiy simple to implement. Prices for price sensitive (pmbably low 

fare, leisure) travellers would be set ai short nin marginal cosi. and prices 

for price insensitive groups (e g . business travellers on full fares) would 

be raised to cover costs. There would be only a minimal reduction in 

overall traffic. To a degree, by intnxlucing no-frills fares and simul-

taneously pushing economy fares up the Australian airiines are adopting 

this second best policy. 
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V. AIKLINK LOSSES: C O N S E Q U E N C E S AND P O l . K IES 

Airline losses arc to be expected lor some periods. Individual airlines 

may be able to avoid losses by good management and good fortune, or to 

disguise them by use of creative accounting techniques. It is important to 

see the probable li>s.>.es for what they arc — the response of a sensitive 

mdustry to a recession. Any proposed policies to deal with such problems 

should take account of this. 

Losses are not necessarily a sign of inefficiency or poor management 

(though both could be present). Since airtifKs rely to a degree on different 

markets (business, leisure) and i)perate different types of fleets, they may 

be differentially sensitive to the recession. Thus, a better financial per-

formance by one airline need not indicate greater cfTiciciKy (though this 

could be present). Losses are not the result of re-equipment pn>grams. 

though they may have been made worse by the timing of the arrival of 

new capacity. 

It is possible that airline accounting techniques will make losses seem 

greater. Airlines depreciate their aircraft in the books more rapidly than 

their market value falls. Thus, when they sell aircraft they make an 

'abnormal", though entirely predictable, pmfit. Soon after a re-

equipment program depreciation provisions increase sharply, by rather 

more than the true ecotjomic depreciation. Profits are thus understated 

Later, when the aircraft are older (as was the case in the late 1970s), 

profits are be overstated as depreciation expense falls (because the 

aircraft have already been wntten off) . As both major airlines, and 

especially Ansett, have been purchasing new aircraft recently, profits 

over the next few years will tend to be understated (and losses overstated) 

if current accounting practices are mainuined. 

Periods of losses often iiKiuce industnes to strive to cut costs and 

increase efficiency If their profits are protected they have less incentive 

to do this. There are probably gains to be made if the Australian airlines 

seek to improve their production efficiency. A good example is British 

Airways. This airline made very large losses owing tnainly to external 

factors, such as the high value of the pound (and not to US deregulation). 

This prompted a cost reduction exercise that is significantly improving 

efficiency and competitiveness. 

From the policy point of view, the Independent Air Fares Committee 

has a difficult task If it tries to ensure that fares are set at average costs it 

may appear to be conforming t«) its terms of refereiKe Yet this would 

hardly ensure that air services were being operated on an 'efficient and 

economic basis', as it would iiKrease the variability of demand and 

encourage allocative inefficiency. Alternatively the l A F C might seek to 

achieve efficient pricing, which would induce greater losses for the 

airlines in some years and greater profits in others. But it is far from 
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obvious how the l A F C would obtain ihc data needed for efficient pricing 
It might seek to steer a middle course by trying to keep real fares constant, 
or by relating fares to an input price index. It would then be putting some 
of the burden of fluctuations on to the airline. 

The other policy problem the l A F C must face is the stmcture of air 

fares. The best way to preserve airiine profitability during a recession is 

to allow some price discrimination. Given its temis of reference, the 

Committee may find it unpalatable to approve of a situation where one 

group of passengers is required lo pay more so ihui oihcp. can have lower 

fares. This group would he paying more than its costs, in that service 

could be supplied lo them more cheaply if other passengers were not 

being served at a lower price. (In boom periods, on the other hand, the 

price in.sensilive group would have to be charged less than cost if 

abnormal profits were lo be avoided.) 

Once one inefficient rule has been adopted, it no longer follows that 

oiher normally inefficient practices are undesirable. For example, price 

discrimination and cross subsidisation may be the besi available ways of 

correcting the problems caused by rigidly adopting a "revenues cover 

costs' rule. Devising and implementing an efficient fare structure in 

normal limes is difficult. When boom and recession alternate, the prob-

lem of regulating an efficient fare structure becomes even more complex 

and difficult. I f the main purpose of price regulation is to prevent airiines 

from using the monopoly pt>wer created for them by the Two-Airline 

Policy, it may be prcferable to replace it with rate of return regulation, as 

is often used in the US. 
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Disrussion 

Discussion 

Q: What is your reaction to the suggestion that perhaps lAFC doesn't so 

much seek to even out profits as to reduce the volatility of profits.' As we 

understand it their approach is in fact IKM to allow the same rate of profit in 

a recession as in ab(X>m. but to apply varying rates of return depending on 

how they see the current economic circimistartces. 

Peler Forsyth: What I suggest is that it is not so much that they try to 

make it perfectly even, but I do suggest that they lop off profits in the 

good years and shore up the airlines in the bad years. I am really not quite 

sure what the exact tr«de-off is. because they do draw the line some-

where But my impression of previous regulators in the Department of 

Transport and my impression of the I A F C at the moment is that they are 

certainly to an extent trying to lower the volatility of profits and it would 

be interesting to know just exactly how far they would go on ttut. 

Q: Frank, has the new government had (Kcasion to prepare its position on 

the particular policy issue that you addressed? 

Frank (tallagher: I think you can take it that the new government's view 

is very much the same as the old govcmment's view They have certainly 

made noises about it. but without being as specific as the previous 

government was I am sure they will become more vocal over the next 

few months, I think they are silting patiently waiting to see how ihe new 

45 per cent discounts pan out. how available those di.scounts will be. and 

what effect they will have on iraffrc. 

Q: A question for Peter Forsyth about the l A F C As I understand, what 

you said is that the best step would be to move from an average cost 

pncing system to a more market-ba.scd pncing system, and the second 

best would be to soine form of fare discrimination. Could you explain 

how you see Ihe I A F C has the scope to indulge in market-based pncing or 

fare discrimination when it has direct control only over economy fares, h 

seems to me that yiHi have got to have control over di.scount fares to 

achieve those things. 

Forsyth: It's difficult because it's all a bit vague what actual power the 

l A F C has. For example, there are things written in about how in approv-

ing discount fares it should check to see that other passengers are not 

disadvantaged. I f you argue it strictly, some passengers will always be 

less well off with one set of structures as compared to another set, under 
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which other people will be worse off. The real question is how much 
freedom the l A F C has in interpreting its terms of reference, and that can 
only come out with time 

I think part of the problem is that quite often, especially given its terms 

of reference, the l A F C has to square the circle. There arc references to 

costs being covered, and there are references to efficient and ecotKMnic 

fares, but the two don't necessarily come together. Over the Umg term 

they might but particularly during economic swings like a recession or a 

boom there might he times when marginal costs, say, are well below 

average costs. That's probably the situation at the moment. Efficient 

fares should equal marginal costs — in other words, the airlines would be 

allowed to make a loss. Of course there might be a constraint imposed 

that the airlines cannot make a loss, or at least that any loss will be 

moderated. 

If that is the aim. what I suggested is that rather than Ju.st raise all fares 

proportionally, it might be preferable to minimise the overall impact on 

traffic. To do that you would try to find the categories least sensitive to 

price and load them, and find the categories most sensitive and give them 

prices approximately equal to marginal cost. In other words there is a loss 

being made but business traffic perhaps pays for that loss. Likewise, in a 

b<x>m period it might well be that business fares tend to come down. 

I am not suggesting that as being the best of all possible policies. But if 

you do want to moderate swings in profitabliiy that might be a better way 

of doing It even though it seems to be discriminatory or involve cross-

subsidisation of one group by another. In terms of allocative efficiency 

that might be better because it minimises, for example, the extent to 

which capacity utilisation is cut down by insuring that airiines cover 

costs. 

Colin Oannon: I 'd like to follow that up a bit. Under the current 

regulatory arrangement and the legislation that is in place (which the 

I A F C is somehow obliged to find its way through w ithout a terribly good 

legislative broker) some very complex questions are raised with regard to 

fare structure and fare level. As with many pieces of legislation in this 

area, there are all sorts of potential and natural conflicts. There is in the 

lAHC Act an obligation on the part of the Committee to have regard to the 

cost ha.se. In approving discount fares the Committee should ensure ( I 

have forgotten the exact language) that they do not lead to increases in 

economy or core fares 

Two quick points on that. First of all there is m>thing sacrosanct about 

the existing levels of core fares. There is perhaps the psychological 

aspect, which Kevin Cairns [member of l A F C j has raised, that people 

would regard any change, particulariy if it was an injurious one, as bad 
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news. But there is a bit of a way out and thai is that we have got an 

industry where there is a fairly extensive network of joint costs. The 

l A F C is obliged under the cost allocanon review lo somehow deal with 

those under the heading of residuals. A potential way out on ec»inomic 

grounds with regard lo the legislative provisions woukJ be to address 

whether the existing economy core fares are cost-based' or "efficient". 

Forsyth: Just following up on Colin's comments. I agree that this is an 

area of doubt that can be taken advantage ot Ifie only query might be that 

you can't have one rule one year and then the next year change com-

pletely the bases of alliKration because there is a recession. So the 

freedom lo manoeuvre, particularly over lime, isn't thai great. 

But the question arises, what exactly is an economic fare.' We can 

sketch certain aspects of it, but there arc all sorts of problems in actually 

measuring incremental or marginal cost and so forth that are quite 

complex and become more complex during booms aitd slumps. Econo-

mists can paint a broad picture of what the position is or what the structure 

would be. but often they can't go much further than a bntad picture 

because it becomes fairiy difficult when somebody says what about this 

son of fare or thai son of fare — is it too high or too low? That is a really 

difficult question to answer given the information available. 

Q: I have a question for Peter Forsyth, about your conclusion that perhaps 

the I A F C should be l(x>king more at rale-of-relum-based pricing, as ihey 

are in the U S . A s you arc probably aware, there are a lot of drawbacks 

with that approach. There is ihe well-known rcsuli thai fimis have the 

incentive lo change the base at which the rate of rcium is worked out by 

increasing their degree of capital intensity. When the rate of rctum 

approaches Ihe competitive cost of capital then incentives for cost mini-

misation almost entirely disappear. It is possible lo achieve a given rate of 

return with efficient costs or twice those costs or ten times those costs. 

Moving in that direction wil l not necessarily improve the present situa-

tion, and It may make it worse than it already is .And it seems to me that it 

doesn't really change things but jusi continues the present policy If Ihe 

I A F C were to insist on a uniform rate of return instead of averaging it over 

the business cycle, i l might ininxluce even greater instability in other 

factors while stabilising prices. Moving to that son of solution would 

mean l(K>king at some long-term average rale of return rather than at the 

shon-lerm rale of return, and il is noi clear to mc that the commitiee 

would do that. 

What we really have to address are markei-ba.scd measures that will gel 

rid of some of the present incentives for cost padding, and it is not clear 

thai Ihe rate of return is the way to go about doing it 
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Forsyth: I take your point and I 'm not advocating rate of return regula-
tion. We have a sort of implicit rate of return regulation at the moment, 
with price regulation trying to do the job of rate of return regulation. This 
was what happened with the Civi l Aeronautics Board in the US in years 
gone by. In general in cases in the US some rate of return is set as being an 
allowable rate of retum. And indeed we've got one example of this in 
Sydney in the Australian Gas Light Corporation. They are told that they 
may earn no more than a given rate of return, and there are all sorts of 
problems with A G L . 

Q: What essentially is your policy on intrastate air licensing with the use 
of your new scenarios? 

(>alla|;hcr: As you pn>bably know, the previous government in WA had 

set in motion a progressive deregulation of intrastate aviation and the 

present government is continuing that. So I don't foresee any objection to 

having intrastate Hights that also operate intemationally — for instance a 

night from Perth to Port Headland to Bali I think the Ciovemment would 

actually welcome them. 

James Kimpton (Aresett Transport Industries): It might be wonh 

making the observation from A T I and Airlines of Western Australia that 

we would like to get into regional overseas services from Western 

Australia by means of Airlines of Northern Australia out of Northern 

Territory. And we pursue wherever we can the opportunity to d<» that, 

either by making appropnate arrangements with Qantas or whatever 

opponunities arise. 
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I . I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The airiine market in South Australia experienced a substantial relaxation 

of regulation in 1979 as a result of a Commonwealth Government 

decision not to hinder the orderly development of competition in regional 

air transport (Bureau of Transpt)rt Economics. 1981). The change of 

policy was manifest in a greater willingness to sanction regular public 

transport (RPT) services by small aircraft operators holding charter 

licerKes and (o approve applications from operators proposing to com-

pete with established airlines on regional routes.' 

In Che majority of States this development has been of little c«)nse-

qucnce. In Western Australia. Queensland. New South Wales, and 

Tasmania, separate State power to regulate intrastate aviation cxi.sts and 

has been u.sed to this end; only South Australia and Victona do not have 

such regulation. With the new approach at the Commonwealth level, 

both States present an opportunity to analyse how airiine markets work in 

an environment of minimal regulation and how incumbent firms react to 

the change of policy. In btith cases the operating environment provides a 

good basis for testing theory. The overall size of each market is limited 

and there are a number of low demand or thin' routes. In addition, in the 

South Australian network there is a considerable range of stage lengths. 

We wotdd like (o thank Ian Unswotih ot the Independent .Air Farê  Comnunee; 
Barry Roberts and John Streeier of the Department of Aviation; Derek Scraflon of 
the Dcpaniiieni of Transpon South Australia, and Helen Wickcns. Bronco 
Kanigich. Kerry Clifl . and Ian McLean of ihe Departmenl of Economics. Univer-
sity ot Adelaide for help in compiling, processing and commeniing on maienul. 
We remain, of course, solely rcspoasible for die views expressed herein. 

I . Operators are still required to submit proposals for reasoas of air safety. A 
benign approach also appears to have been adopted thus far by ihc lAFC. 
which has had explicit powers of approval with respect lo fares siiKc late 
1981. 
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This paper analyses what has happened in South Australia sitKe 1979. 
emphasising how firms are reacting in the more competitive environ-
ment. Although the thrust of the paper is empirical and descriptive, in 
section I I we set out the new theory of market behaviour. We believe this 
theory is pertinent to an explanation of what has happened In section III 
we analyse in broad terms the current South Australian position. Section 

I V focuses on developments during the last four years. Finally, in section 

V we consider the general performaiKe of the South Australian industry 

in light of the theory. 

I L \ B R I E F R E V I E W O F T H E O R Y 

The major contribution of the 'new' theory of contestability has been to 

show that the structure of an industry — the number of competing firms 

— may have no bearing on the degree to which production will be 

efficient and welfare maximised. Traditional theory has assumed other-

wise. As Baumol points out, the received theory of market behaviour 

tends to view efficiency in resource alkx-ation as a monotonically in-

creasing function of the number of firms in an industry, with unregulated 

monopoly and perfect competition representing polar ca.ses (Baumol. 

1982). Conversely, the need to regulate to achieve an efficient price and 

output combination is seen by received theory to vary inversely with the 

number of firms: in an industry inclined towards pure m«inopoly (because 

of a limited market and substantial fixed costs leading to economies of 

scale) regulation is considered essential. 

In contrast to this conventional viewpoint, the new theory of industrial 

structures revolves around the idea that the competitive pressures re-

quired for an efficient solution can come equally well from outside an 

industry. The key is an ability to contest for a market rather than to 

compete within it. This ability to contest depends upon how costly it is for 

a firm to enter and exit a market, which in turn depends upon whether the 

capital required is mobile or irretrievably committed to producing a 

particular product. 

It is now recognised that the power of a firm to extract monopoly rents 

depends upon the extent to which production stems from immobile 

capital, that is. the extent to which the fixed costs of pnxluction are also 

'sunk' costs. Sunk costs are one-time costs facing a potential entrant; they 

do not have to be paid again by the incumbent To the potential entrant 

they constitute a barrier to entry. On the other hand, if all capital is 

saleable and reusable in alternative markets without k>ss (other than that 

corresponding to normal depreciation in use) a potential entrant to an 

industry can then replicate, without penalty, the cost and output vectors 

of the incumbent firm(s). Consequently an industry w ithout sunk costs — 
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even a natural mom>poly industry - is said to be perfectly contestable 

because the possibility of entry by nval firms is a constant threat. 

The ability to contest a market in these ciaumstaiKcs has a number of 

important consequences in terms of welfaie. First, a coniestable market 

in long-run equilibrium never offers more than a normal rate of profit. 

The existence of (temporary) supernormal profits will attract nval firms 

willing to offer the same ouipui al limcr prices Consequently, monopo-

lists in perfectly contestable markets will earn zero economic rent 

Second, production inefficiencies also will he totally absent m long-run 

equilibrium: unnecessary costs (like abnormal returns) constitute an 

invitation to entry. Third, in long-run equilibrium no product pnxluced in 

a cimtestable market can be sold at a price less than its marginal cost. A 

price less than marginal cost will allow a rival firm to enter the market and 

offer a smaller output at a slightly lower price and yet. by eliminating the 

unpn>fitable marginal unit, earn at least as much as the iiKumbeni 

Consequently, cross-subsidies and predator) pricing practices are in-

feasible in the long mn. And fourth, if a market contains two or more 

firms, again in the long run, prices cannot exceed marginal costs 

The only contrary note in terms of conditions required for maximising 

welfare arises in the case of a riKmopolist. It may be possible for a 

monopolist's price to exceed marginal cost. The reason for this is that an 

attempt by an entrant to sell u greater output at a (lower) price equal to 

marginal cost may be thwarted by a low elasticity of demand so that there 

is no price covering marginal cost at which the market uill absorb ihc 

additional output. Nevertheless, even though price may exceed marginal 

cost, a monopolist when strongly threatened by a potential entrant will be 

inclined to adopt pnces that refiect what the market will bear (i.e., 

Ramsey-optimal prices) Therefore, as Baunuil remarks, a contestable 

market offers us some presumption (but no guarantee) that a monopolist, 

required to cover total costs from revenues, will behave in a manner 

consistent with a second best optimum — that is, that inefficiencies will 

he minimised. 

Of cour^, a problem may arise if it is not povsible for the monopolist to 

price in excess of marginal cost In these circumslatKes. a natural 

moiM>poly that is contestable may no longer be sustainable — meaning 

that there is no price and output vector such that entry by a rival firm is 

unattractive while all demand is satisfied and revenues cover total costs of 

production. A necessary but not sufficient condition for sustainability is 

thul average costs of production fall as output expands. However, if 

average costs first fall and then nse with output, such that the demand 

curve cuts the average cost curve in its rising section, then natural 

monopoly is, unequivocally, not sustainable: it will be possible fora rival 

firm to enter the market and pnxluce a more limited output at a lower cost 

(we are using Panzar and Willig's 1977 definition of a natural mtMwpoly 
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as a firm that is the sole seller of a set of goods whose technology makes 
single firm production cheaper than any alternative). As a consequence, 
either total costs of pnxiuction will be raised ( i f total market demand is to 
be satisfied by more than one firm) or consumer welfare will be reduced 
by restricting output to a suboptimal level In circumstances where tfie 
monopolist is also a multi-product firm (for example, selling its output in 
different spatial or temporal markets), the issue becomes morc complex 
A mulli-pnKlucl monopolist may be able lo sustain pnces in all its 
submarkets or only in a few or them. Thus, although the tlwory of 
conlcstabtlily has reduced considerably Ihe case for price and entry 
regulation in decreasing cost industries with few sunk costs, it has not. on 
the other hand, eliminated the case for intervention.' 

The case for abolishing price and entry regulation in the airline indus-

try appears lo rest on two propositions. First, the airline industry is 

contestable: sunk costs are small and are not a serious barrier to entry or 

exit. Second, if conditions in a panicular airline market favour a natural 

mtmopoly. then the mofiopoly (besides being contestable) will be sus-

tainable at prices that cover the firms' average costs and at output levels 

that fully satisfy the demand for air travel. The first of these two proposi-

tions has received considerable suppon in the writings of Elizabeth 

Bailey, Vice-Chairman of the US Civi l Aeninautics Board (Bailey. 1981: 

Bailey and Panzar. 1981) Her case is that there is no reason, a priori, to 

expect economies of scale with respect to size of aircraft to lead to 

substantial barriers lo entry because airiine capital costs, while substan-

tial, are not sunk costs. The chief sunk costs in aviation — runways, 

ground facilities, and air navigational aids — are incurred as a rule by 

govcmmcnis and not by airlines (nevenheless, governments can and do 

try lo recover such costs from 'rcnial' fees). The second proposition, 

however, appears to have received less aneniion in the specific context of 

airline (de)regulaiion. 

Next we examine this theory by referring to the South Australian 

airline market. Specifically, we consider the ca.se advanced by a former 

executive director of aviation at Anscii Transpon Industnes that ihe costs 

of developing routes could constitute an entry bamer and that fares will 

differ according to the degree of competition in the market (Pascoe, 

1983). We also consider how the structure of the South Australian 

industry has changed since entry policy was revised in 1979 and how a 

route monopolist has reacted lo entry by competitors. 

Dicre is also the issue of increasing returns to users from enhanced service 
frequency with ihc result that an efficient volutK>n may require subsidies even 
if the airline industry is subject to constant rciumji to scale (see Forsyth and 
Hocking, 1978; Findlay. 1983). We do niit consider this issue in this paper 
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U I . C O M P E T I T I O N AND T H E SOUTH AUSTRALIAN M A R K E T 

In May 1983. 11 South Australian based operators were operating RPT 

services within the State. Among them was Airlines of South Au.siralia 

( A S A ) , an operating division of An.sett Transport Industries Limited. 

A S A operates under an airline licence (the only otie to do so)' using F27s. 

The rest of the South Australian aircraft fleet is made up of different types 

of small aircraft, with the eight-seat Cessna 402s being the most com-

monly used. The largest aircraft operated under Ihc Supplementary 

Airline Licence is the 15- to l8-sea( Bandeirante u.sed on selected ser-

vices by two operators (Commodore and Trans Regional) The majority 

of operators use a mix of two aircraft types as shown in Table I . Five 

operators (Eyre Charter. Albatross. Emu. Opal and Skytours) fly a single 

route; in the case of Albatross and Skytours it is a simple end-to-end route 

with m> intermediate stops. The largest number of S.A routes operated by 

one "airline' is six (Commodore): ASA and O'Connor s fly four and 

Ro.ssair and Trans Regional Airlines three each.' 

The route structure is strongly focused upon Adelaide with all routes 

having Adelaide as the hub. In other respects, the network defies easy 

generalisation. It is complex and suhjcci lochange In the middle of 198.̂  

there were 32 ports on the commercial network.* These are shown in 

Tabic 2. which also lists the number of flights per week from Adelaide to 

each port. Thirteen of these were served by more than one operator. The 

ports served by the largest number were Kingscote and Port Lincoln with 

five opera«»rs each. Whyalla with four operators. aixJ then Ceduna. 

Broken Hi l l . Mount Gambier and Port Pirie with three different operators 

each. However. otKe the agreement between A S A . 0'ConiK»r's and 

3. The alternatives are SupplcriKniary Airline LiceiKcs. inin>duccd I hebrriary 
1983. and exemptions under Air Navigation Order 203( 11 The former is in 
the prJKess of replacing the lallcr and by February 1984 all RPT Services not 
operated under a full airline licence will operate under a supplementary 
licence. 

4. Both Ros.sair and O'Connor's have agreements with ASA. Rossair appears in 
ASA's timetables and its Cessnas are hired by ASA on a charter ba.si,s to 
operate these services O'Connor's main business is a freight contract flying 
bank cximputcr tapes into Adelaide on a daily basis; passengers are embarked 
at 'ports' serviced by ASA only by agreeincnl with the laner 

5. The commercial network excludes one route operated by Drcnnan Aviation 
between Adelaide and stalKin properties in the far nonh-casi of ihc Stale and 
in south-west Queensland The route is subsidised by the State Govcmmcnis. 
Federal Government and Australia Post, and is not considered in the rest of 
the paper. 
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Rossair I S taken injo account, the number of ports served by competing 
operators is ten: KingsccMc with five; Broken Hill . Port Pine and Port 
Lincoln with three each; and CIcvc. Leigh Creek. Port Pine. Pon 
Augusta and Whyalla. Renmark. and Mildura with two each. (Mount 
Gambicr also receives competing services from Victorian-based 
operators.» 

T A B L E I : South Australia Based Operators 

Operator 

Airlines of South Australia 

Albatross Air Charter 

Commodore Aviation 

Orennan Aviation 

Emu Airways 

Eyre Charter 

O'Connor's Air Service 

Opal Air 

Rossair 

Skytours 

Trans Regional Airlines 

Aircraft Type 
Utilised* 

Fokkcr F27 (4) 

Piper PA 23 (2) 
Bvech 6S ( I ) 

Bandeirantc ( I ) 
Cessna 402 (4) 

PanenavM P68B ( I ) 

Ccvsna 402 (2) 

PiperPA34(l) 

Cessna 402 ( I ) 

Cessiu402(3) 
Pancnavia ( I ) 

Cessna 421 (3) 

Cessna 402 (4) 

Aero Commander 680 
Beech 65( I) 

PipcrPA3l (2) 
BanJciranie ( I ) 

� Indicative only, subject to frequent change 
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T A B L E 2: HiRhts per Week from Adelaide, mid-1983 

Direct Indirect Total 
Kingscote 61 7 68 
Pt. Lincoln 50 2 52 
Whyalla 15 19 34 
Pcncshaw 21 - 21 
PI . Pirie 17 _ 17 
Mt. Gambicr I I 5 16 
Broken Hill (NSW) I I 5 16 
Mildura (Vicloria) 1 14 15 
Rcnmari 14 — 14 
American River 14 14 
Pamdana - 14 14 
Leigh Creek 8 5 13 
Pi. Augusta 2 10 12 
Cleve 6 5 I I 
Ceduna — 10 III 
Tumby Bay 10 — 10 
Cummins — 10 10 
CooberPedy _ 9 
Streaky Bay 3 5 8 
Olympic Dam 1 5 6 
UKk - 5 '5 
Wudinna — 5 5 
Hawker - 5 5 
.Minlaton 5 — 5 
Cowell — 5 5 
KIniba - 5 5 
Kingston 5 - 5 
Naracoorte - 5 -S 

Millicem - 5 S 
W<x>mera 5 _ S 
Maria _ 2 2 
Avers Rcxk (NT) - 2 2 

Source: analysis of l i i iKUblcs . 

In a number of cases, ports served by a single operator are wiihm close 

driving distance of other ports and. m ihis rcspeci. each may be con-

sidered to be serving a similar submarket Kangaroo Island, for example. 

has four diffcrcni ports on the R P T network and the stMJihem tip ot the 

Eyre Peninsula has three (Port Lincoln. Cummins, and Tumby Bay) 

Consideration of submarkets docs not. in the case of Kangaroo Island, 

alter ihe competitive balance (the total number of competitor, is five, the 

same number that serve Kingscote) bui in the the Eyre Peninsula ca.se it 
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does have the eflecl of increasing the number ot competing operators 
from three to four." 

The fact that a port is served by more than one operator gives only a 

limited insight into the extent of c«nnpetition until schedules and fares are 

taken into account Daily schedules out of Adelaide (valid during the 

second quarter of 1983) have been analysed for the ten ports served b\ 

competing operators. Directly competing schedules occur for early 

weekday morning departures to about half the ports. AlthiHjgh there are 

competing schedules at »>ther times, such occurrences are restricted 

largely to Kingscote: midday, evcnmg and weekend schedules by an 

operator generally remain unopposed. In addition, competition on some 

early morning schedules is tempered by the indirectness of alternative 

flights. For example, this factor reduces the attractiveness of flights by 

Commt)dore' to Broken Hill; the fact that Trans Regional Airlines and 

ASA operate to Broken Hill on different days means that actual competi-

tion on this route is limited. 

In contra-st to competition with respect to routes and schedules, price 

competition is rather more constrained. The constraint in this ca.sc derives 

from the Independent Air Fares Committee Act, 1981. Thc lndependent 

Air Fares Committee ( l A F C ) is respoiuible for determining air fares on 

RPT services, including intrastate services, by incorporated bodies (this 

reflects the fact that the Act is based on the Commonwealth constitutional 

powers covering corporate affairs). Since it was established late in 1981. 

the Committee has been preoccupied with fare determinations on the 

major trunk airline routes and its involvement in IcKal markets has been 

more limited. Nevertheless, its chief concern with the small airiines' 

remains the same as that for the major operators — to see that fares 

charged have regard to costs of operation. Its enabling legislation re-

quires the I A F C "to ensure that the level of air fares is related as closely as 

practicable to the cost of providing the services for which those air fares 

arc charged" (The l A F C Act, 1981. pan I I I ) . In practice, they have 

examined fare applications and compared the proposed fare with the 

distances involved, drawing attention to major departures from industry-

wide standards Naturally, a certain degree of °reining-in' is to be 

6. The close pmximity of ports in these two submarkets nullifies the effect of 
both C?ummins and Penncshaw being privately owned ports with the power to 
restrict entry to the market. In the case of Penneshaw this bamcr was effected 
when the owner nwrently refused access to Tram. Regional in favour ol 
Commodore. Cummins is another interesting ca.se. the strip being owned by 
the Icxral operator. Eyre Charter. Consequently, in this vertically integrated 
structure, part ofthe chief sunk costs in aviation — the cost of airport plant -
is incurred by the "airiiiK". 
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expected, but (he Commiltee does allow a degree of latitude when 

matching its own judgment against that of the operator. Consequently, it 

is possible to examine whether the contestability propositions arc a reality 

in the South Australian market; speciHcally. whether there is a difference 

in fare structures (albeit small in view of the l A K T ' s influence) between 

single operator and multi-operator routes. If such a difference does 

prevail, it would suggest theexisieiKe of barriers to entry. 

We examined this case by regressing the basic one-way economy fare 

against both great circle di.stances and a dummy variable. The dummy 

variable t<Nik the value I if the fare was on a route flown by more than one 

operator: otherwise il was zero. All fares, including those for travel 

between inlermediate pi>rts en route, were examined in this way. Just 

undcrhalf of thc62 fares included in the regression were for sectors flown 

by more than one operattir: the mean distance was 305 kilonKires (with a 

standard deviation of 211) and the mean fare $61 65 (with a stattdard 

deviation of $42). The dummy variable was insigniflcani indicating no 

differetKe in the basic fare structure between single operator and multi-

operalor routes. The "flag-fair c«>mponent was S4.I4 and the dislatK-e 

rate I8.8<t per kilometre, with distance "explaining" 90 per cent of the fare 

variation. 

We also need to take into account pn>motional fares. These exist only 

on half a dozen routes. The crucial factor here is the extent to which 

promotions are a genuine attempt to adjust fares m line with the lower 

marginal costs of some products. Apart from two stand-by fares, the 

largest discounts are offered by ASA in relation to its F27 services. The 

F27 has a larger seating capacity than aircraft operated hy other South 

Australian firms, and normally its available seat mile cost woukJ be much 

lower than for the small twin-engiited competing aircraft (Actual seal 

mile costs depeixi. of coun>e. on load factors.) The ASA promotions, 

currently a seven-day advanced purchase fare and a concession fare for 

residents of Kingscole. Port Lincoln, and Whyalla. could be interpreted 

in this light. The tact that promotions are not available on supplementary 

Rossair flights shown in the ASA timetable (these are flown by Cessna 

402s). and that the residents" concession (introduced in May 1983) is 

intended for winter (off-peak) months only, tends ti> support this view. 

However, the residents' concession fare is not available from Broken 

Hi l l , where actual competition on the route is limited, nor fn>m Mt 

GambierorCeduna. The last two centres are served only b> ASA/Rossair 

and by iK>ncompeting flights by O'Connor's, although odier operators 

have competed in these markets in the past. Both arc relatively "thin" 

routes with comparatively poor load factors. Consequently, in the case of 

these products. ASA might be operating on a sharply falling segment of 

the average c-osl curve st) that prices in excess of marginal costs are more 

easily sustainable 
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I V . C H A N G E S S I N C E 1979 

We have concentrated thus far on die current situation in the South 

Australian industry. Now we consider the degree of change that has taken 

place since the adoption in 1979 of a more liberal attitude to entry at 

Federal level. Table 3 compares the number of weekly fiights and ports 

served on scheduled services by South Australian based operators in 

September 1979 and May 1983. There has been a net increase of diree in 

T A B L E 3: South Australia Scheduled Services, 1979 and 1983 

September 1979 May 1983 

Operator Ports Weekly Ports Weekly 

Served FBghti .Served FliRhts 

ASA 7 141* 7 130 

Commodore Aviation 2 24 ID 168 

Emu Airways 3 36 3 28 

Opal Air (SA) 5 41 5 26 

Pagas/Trans Regional 8 98 7 52 

R i K , . i i r 2 6 6 22 

Williams Aviation 7 68 - -
Drcnnan - -

Albatross - - 2 24 

Eyre Charter - - 3 20 

O'Connors - - 18 40 

Skytours - - 2 12 

TOTAL FLIGHTS 434 522 

Source: BTU, Basic Characlerislics of General Aviation in Australia. Occasional 

Paper 33. Canbena: AGPS. 1980; and analysis of timetables. 

� Average over Ihe whole year. 
Not Relevant. 
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Ihe number of operators pn)viding RPT services: four firms are offering 
services for the first lime since September 1979 and one. Williams 
Aviation, has passed into receivership.' 

Three of the new entrants (Albatrxws, Eyre Charter and Skyiours) are 

single route operators. The exception is O'Connor's which, in terms of 

ports served, is now the largcsi operator. However the "milk-mn" luiture 

of O'Connor's services means that, in terms of weekly fiighis. ii is much 

less extensive than the longer-established Commodtwe. During the la.st 

Iwo years in particular CommiKlore has added significantly to its network 

and in ihe past few months has developed two mutes totally outside South 

Australia (Mildura-MelN)umc and Mildura-Broken Hil l ) . Commodore's 

expansion has been the result of picking up some of the pieces after the 

demise of Williams Aviali<m and taking over some of the assets and 

routes of ihe old Pagas company. Pagas's remaining assets and routes are 

operated now by Trans Regional Airiincs. 

Other operators cxtani in September 1979 have on the whole main-

tained a fairiy stable level of operation. A S A . for example, operates ihc 

same route structure although at a slightly lower frequency > Rossair has 

expanded the most, and in terms of its network of services is now similar 

in size to Emu and Opal On the other hand, both Emu and Opal have 

contracted considerably their numbers of weekly fiights although the 

number of ports served by each has remained constant Taking this 

contraction of flights into account, ihe fact thai the single nHile new 

entrants have thus far shown little inclination to expand suggests that, in 

spite of Commodore' s behaviour to the contrary. economies of scope are 

limited The co-existence of large and small "commuter' operators — 

evident also on a national scale appears to support this view. 

Between September 1979 and May I9K.3 the total number of weekly 

nights into and out of Adelaide by 'commuter' operators expanded by 

one-third, while the total number of scheduled (lights increased by 20 per 

cent. The expansion of available scats was less; we ignore this aspect 

The consumer's preference function will include fares, the number and 

liming of flights, and in-fiight quality: these are the aspects we take into 

account. The data available for September 1979 (Bureau of Transport 

7. Williams passed into receivership in Febniaiy 1981 Informed opinMm sug 
gests thai the demise of the company was a consequeiKc of ownership passing 
interstate, the introduction of inexperienced managemcni. and a big expan-
sion of operatioas incorporaling up-market turtx) engincd Metro M s and 
Citation jets. 

8. This consistency of ASA's operations LS importani because it allows us to 

inierprel changes in cDiiiiimti-i >crsKi.'s . i \ nci >.lijii,;cv ll a%<inK. lor 
example, the need to take into account quality trade-offs between non-
pressured aireraft und pressurised F27s. 
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Economics, 1980:Figure 4.4) classify ports by ranges of flights per week 
so that a precise comparison with the 1983 situation, port by pott, is not 
possible. But much of the increase in weekly flights appears to denvc 
fmm the development of new routes rather than from competition in a 
particular market N»Mablc in this context are the new O'Connor's ser-
vices. Eyre Charter's Services to and from Cummins and Tumby Bay. 
and Opals Services tt» and from Maria and Olympic Dam. None ofthe 13 
centres thus served were on the network in September 1979. Extra 
services have also been introduced on single firm routes to places such as 
Coober Pcdy. WcK)nKTd. and Penneshaw. Within the State, there are 
only three ports evidently worse off in May 1983 compared with four 
years previously: Andamooka and Oodnadatta. which now have no 

flights, and Mt. Gambier. In the last few years, road services between 
Mt. Gambier and Adelaide have improved considerably and tKW air 
services eastwards into Victoria have developed also These factors 
possibly explain why this port now has fewer weekly llights to and fr»im 
Adelaide and why ASA now has an effective mom>poly. albeit ctmicst-
able, on this route. 

A crude comparison of changes in the number of flights per commuter 

operator and per port gives an insight into the adaptive behaviour of firms 

and the extent to which servic'es have improved or deteriorated for each 

p«irt. Changing schedules and fare structures need to be taken into 

uicouiil also. This is particularly the ca.sc in those p«)rts where competi-

tion in the market is more prevalent than it was in 1979. We need to 

consider, for example, whether competition has led to a bunching of 

departure and arrival times and a matching of fares. Consequently we 

have examined deveUipments in the comparatively large Port Lincoln-

Adelaide submarket in some detail. In May 1983 there were four opera-

tors ( A S A . Comm<Kk)re. O'Connor's and Rossairl (lying RPT services 

between Adelaide and Port Lincoln. In addition. Eyre Charter offered 

services from Cummings. about SO km north of Port Lincoln (with 

Tumby Bay as an optional port of call) while Trans Regional Airlines was 

about to comiiKtKe twice weekly flights to Port Lincoln (via Kingscote). 

However, 0'ConiK>r's picks up passengers only at the request of A S A . 

and Rossair is chartered by A S A to supplement its F27 services. Conse-

quently there were three operators competing in the market in May. a 

rather different situation from mid-1979 when A S A was ihe sole 

tiperalor. 

We have analysed timetables for the route at eight points in time to 

obtain some indication of the changes in service levels that have occurred 

in the more competitive environment (Table 4). In .September 1978. fi>r 

example, prior to Commodore entry to the market. ASA provided M) 

flights per week between Adelaide and Port Lincoln. 20 in each direction 

Day return trips from Port Lincoln to Adelaide were possible on three 
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weekdays (Monday. Tuesday and Fnday). Since September 1978 the 
number of fiighis per week h.is increased Irom 4()io 108 in .March 1983. 
with a peak of 138 in February 1982. just after Eyre Charter cniercd the 
market. Since that time both Commixlorc and Rossair have reduced the 
number of fiights they operate. ASA has maintained its weekly fiight 
frcquetKy at 38 S U K C 1980; this compares with 40 pnor to the more 
competitive environment. The relative constancy of ASA's schedule 
eliminates the need to interpret imde-olfs between high quality F27 
nights operating at a lower frequency and lower quality commuter 
services operatmg with increased frequency. 

T A B L E 4: Flights per Week Between Port Lincoln/Cummins and 

Adelaide by Operator. September 1978 - March 1983 

I>atc ASA* Commodore Eyre Total 

9/78 40 -
— 40 

11/79 40 42 - 82 

12/80 38 57 - 95 

5/81 38 (4) 68 - 110 

2/82 38(14) 68 18 138 

9/82 38(8) 56 18 120 

10/82 .38(8) 46 18 110 

3/83 .38 (6) 46 18 108 

Source: analysis uf iimciahles 

� Figures in brackets show a d d i i K M i a l flights by Rovsair's Ces.sfias. 

To examine the possibility of parallel scheduling we have taken a 

l uesday and analysed departure times for services to Adelaide, again at 

various times over a four-year penod (Table 5 ) " Commtxlore com-

mcnced operation by scheduling fiights anxind ASA's For enamplc. 

Commodore scheduled 7.30 am and 9 00 am fiights as opposed to one 

8.25 am fiight by A S A . The early departure from Port LitKoln was 

obviously popular as Rossair then provided a flight at 7.20 am. although 

9. Monday. Tuesday and '["hursday all have similiir iimciahles. Sunday anil 

Fnday have extra flights for weekend tnps; Wednesday appears lohcihe least 

acuveday. 
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this was later dntpped. ASA dropped its lunch-time departure and this 

lime slot was taken up by Commodtne (December 1980) By May 1981 

Commodore had introduced a light airc-raft in the 4 0 0 to S.OO-pm slot 

after ASA had moved there approximately six months earlier. In Sep-

tember 1982 ComnKidore brought forward that flight by an hour but then 

dropped It from the timetable. Eyre Charter offers only one flight on 

Tuesday, between 8.(K>-9.00 am in the same slot as ASA but from 

near-by Cummins rather than Port Lincoln. 

T A B L K 5: Port Lincoln/( ummins — Tuesday niRhts to Adelaide 

MM I DATE 

9/78 1 11/79 12/8(1 5/81 2/82 9/82 10/82 3/83 

0700-0759 C C C RC C C C 

()«(X)-0K5'J A A A A A£ A E AE AE 

0900-0959 C C C C 

1000-1059 

1100-1159 

1200-1259 A A C C C C C C 

1300-1359 

1400-1459 

1500-1559 C 

1600-1659 A AC AC A A A 

1700-1759 C C C C C C C 

1800-1859 A 

I90O-I959 A A A A A A A 

TOTAL 3 6 

Source: analysis of limetablcs 

Notes: C — Commodore 

7 8 10 8 7 7 

A — A S A 
R —Rossair 
E — Eyre Charter 
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There appears, therefore, to be little evidence of parallel scheduling In 
September 1978 services were offered between 8.25 am and 6.55 pm 
with an average interval between flights of over Ave hours: by March 
1983 .services were offered between 7.30 am and 7.10 pm with an 
average interval between flights of one hour forty minutes rhere were, 
however, intervals in the middle of the day of three and a half and four 
hours. Based on the changes in the timetables this seems to be simply 
because of little demand at these times. 

In summary, the last few years have seen a marked increase in fre-

quency on the route. There has been a better coverage of departure times 

throughout the day. and the number of return trips to Adelaide possible 

w ithin the day has increased considerably. Based on a minimum period of 

stay in Adelaide of flve hours, residents of Port Lincoln and (he sunound-

ing district now have 20 flights to choose from in contrast to three only at 

(he lime of A S A ' s monopoly (see Table 6). 

T A B L E 6: Day Return Tr ips Per Week: Port Lincoln/Cummins to 

Adelaide (Weekdays Only) 

D A T E OPERATOR 
ASA Commodore Eyre Total 

9/78 3 - - 3 

11/79 3 5* - 8 

12/80 3 10 - 1' 

5/81 3 10 - 13 

2/82 7 ( 4 ) " 10 5 22 

9/82 5 10 5 20 

10/82 5 5« 5 15 

3/83 5 5 5 15 

� Two dcpanure times possible 7 am and 9 am 
** Four by Rossair. 

The changes in fares between Port LiiKoln/Cummins and Adelaide are 

summarised in Figure I . Commodore was the first to introduce promtv 

tional fares on the Port LiiKoln route. In November 1979 a same day 

return of $60 (a 10 per cent discount) was available and in December that 

fare was extended to all retum flights. ASA rc-spondcd in March 1980 by 
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designating ten flights per week as off-pcuk and offering a return fare at a 
15 per cent discount. In September l980Commodoreoffercdan'Excom' 
fare at 22 per cent discount on return fiights. The Excom was an advaiKe 
purchase fare with a seven day pre-paid lime limit. In 1982 Commodore 
dropped its Excom fare aixl introduced a discount of 11 per cent (in-
creased to 17 per cent in February 1983) restricted to Pon Lincoln 
residents. The return discount, which applied to all pa.s.scnger>. was 
discontinued in February 1983. 

F I G U R E I : Changes in Fares between Port Lincoln/Cummins and 

Adelaide. 

ASA did not respond to Commodore's Excom until Mareh 1982. when 

it introduced an A P E X fare with .30-day booking and 14-day payment 

periods and a .30 percent discount. In the interim ASA continued offering 

off-peak return fares and iiKreascd the number of designated off-peak 

fiights to 14 per week. In May 1983 A S A matched Commodore s single 

and return fares for Port Lincoln residents, offering a discount on its base 

fare of over 30 per cent with no advance booking or payment require-

ment. The base fares on A S A and Rossair fiights are the same; no 

promotional fares arc available on Rossair fiights. The ASA base farc has 

continued to be higher than those of all other operators, and has increased 

in real terms over the pcrij>d. But the discounts offered by ASA are 

substantial; persons who can avail themselves of ASA' s promotional 

fares would pay the same or only slightly more than if they fiew with the 

smaller operators. 
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A S A ' s reactions to the fares offered by the commuter operators must 
be seen against a background of falling passenger loadings and signifi-
cant decline in A S A ' s share of the market since 1979. The number of 
passengers embarking on A S A ' s Port LirKoln sersices fell by 17 percent, 
although dunng 1982 the position had stabilised and numbers increased 
slightly. During 1980 commuters held 15 per cent of the market, a share 
that increased to 31 per cent in 1982. ASA' s experience on the Port 
Lincoln route is typical of its general experience in South Australia. Until 
1979. it had operated for the most part as an uncontested monopolist and 
therefore had most to lose from the advent of a contestable market. 

The adjustment on the part of ASA has been interesting. ASA operates 

an all-F27 fleet in fixed 44-seat configuration Consequently it does not 

have the in-house flexibility to adjust the type of aircraft used on a 

particular service to anticipated loadings. Its reaction to this problem has 

been threefold. First, it has chartered small Cessna aircraft from Rossair 

to supplement its own schedules. Second, it has shaved schedules 

operated by F27s. And third, it has transferred capacity to charter work, 

including a large contract ferrying worirers in and out of the Mocnnba gas 

fields in the far north of the State This enir> and exit behaviour within 

and between markets has had the effect of maintaining load factors (see 

Table 7) and maintaining if not slightly improving total revenue hours per 

aircraft, even though a founh F27 aircrafi was added to the fleet. 

T A B L E 7: Performance Indicalort: ASA 

Revenue Weifihl Load .Annual Revenue Total Hours 
Passenger Factor Hours Per .\lrcran on Scheduled 

Load Factor (Total) (RPT Scrvkcs) .Services 

1982* 64.7 582 2.332 1.620 5.703 

1981 63.8 57.5 2.306 1.9.̂ 8 5.989 

1980 63.8 58.3 2.129 2.004 6.333 

1979 66.2 59.8 2.178 2,067 6.200 

1978 68 2 60.0 2.315 �� 

1977 67.8 62.8 2.114 �� 

.Source: Dcpaninent of Transport Annual Reports and Depanmcni of Aviation 

� 1982 figures provisional 
��Not available. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Since 1979 the number of services offered in the South Australian air 

pas-sengcr market has iiKreased significantly. New singlc-fimi routes 

have been developed (and sustained against entry), providing a number 

of centres with services for the first time and increasing the frequency of 

service to other centres. On multi-firm routes emphasis has been placed 

on differentiation of the product by scheduling departure and arrival 

limes to fill empty slots and by offering promotional fares in the most 

competitive markets. We do not know, of course, the extent to which 

these developments would have happened if more restrictive controls on 

entry to the market had been maintained, but we believe that the new 

freedom of entry has acted as a catalyst. 

The current market appears to he efficient because it is contestable. 

Base fares on 'thin' routes with monopoly suppliers arc in line with those 

on multi-firm routes. Multi-firm routes arc mostly operated by two or 

three firms, with the major exceptions of the Adelaide-Kingscote and 

Adelaide-Port Lincoln/Cummins routes. These arc subject to a more 

pronounced seasonal pattern of demand. Bailey and Panzar (1981) have 

argued that competition in the market will be more evident in tourist 

centres because the greater flexibility of the discretionary traveller, who 

is less concerned about schedules and the availability of a seat at the last 

minute, creates an opportunity to cover joint costs by price discrimina-

tion. Load factors can then be made high enough to support the entry of 

several firms. The Adelaide-Kingscote and Adelaide-Port Lincoln mar-

kets appear to conform to this pattern. 

Flexibility is important in a contestable market. To achieve this it is 

likely that airlines will increasingly turn to aircraft leasing instead of 

outright purchase, aircraft chartering, and the subconuacting of specific 

services. This development is apparcnl in South Australia with ASA' s 

charter of Rossair's Cessna 402s and Commod<>rc's rccent lease of a 

Bandeininte. It is assisted by what we discem to be limited ecotiomics of 

scope, which allow for the long-run co-existence of many firms of 

different sizes and thus a pjxil of operators available for subcontract. In 

this respect a close parallel can be drawn with the existing road frcight 

indusu^. 

These latter developments might ease the problem of how and with 

what to rcplace ASA' s ageing F27 aircraft. It has been suggested that the 

consumer will be worse off as a rcsult of frcedom of entry in South 

Australia, because the current rates of return on capital do not ju-stify 

replacing the F27s with more modem and superior aircraft. (By implica-

tion the returns to a regulated nuinop«)list would have alhiwed for this.) 

The new operating environment may well mean that a pressunsed airc-raft 
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smaller than the F27. operating at consistently higher load factors, is a 
better proposition. I f so. we are not convinced that the consumer will be 
worse off; it is unlikely that aircraft size per %e is in the consumer's 
preference function But whatever si/c of aircraft is thought appnipriate. 
leasing arrangements would appear to reduce the risks involved.'" 

10 Another option would he to retrofit the F27s with up raied Mark 551 Dan 
engines, once they are available and certified for Australian operations. 
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I . T H E P K O B I . F . M S 

There are three main ect)rw)mic problems assiKialed with aiqx>n capacity 

in Sydney: ( I ) allocation of traffic between available aiipons; (2) the 

extent to which Kingsford Smith Airport ( K S A ) should be allowed to 

expand: and (3) the related though distinct problem of the noise generated 

by operations at K S A . 

Locating a second airpon is not a major economic problem. True, 

economic aspects do arise no matter where the airpon is located, but these 

are secondary. The main pri)blcm is choosing among a range of very 

inconvenient sites with different environmental aspects. The choice 

among sites is politically difficult, mvolving a balance among very 

different environmental choices (for example, wombats vs traffic noise in 

suburbs vs trees). However, the economic aspects of different sites are 

relatively straightforward and measurable. 

The liming of airport capacity expansion is more difficult and depends 

on the answers given to the three main questions. Ideally timing should be 

determined by following the pattern of policies that yields the highest net 

benefit. Most of the noncconomic aspects of a second airpon arc nega-

tive, so from this point of view postponement is pntbably desirable. But a 

possible noneconomic benefit is that a second airpon may reduce the 

noise nuisance to Sydney residents. It is also desirable to make efficient 

use of existing capacity before new capacity is made available. There is 

no guarantee that this will happen, the experience of most other second 

airpon developments suggests that it will not 

i l . S O M E G K N E R A L I S S U E S 

Second airpt)ns arc usually disasters. Before they arc built there is often 

much argument, litigation and even wari'are about the site When they are 

completed, neither passenger, nor airlines want to use them They art 
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usually far from the centre of the city and from the other airport, and they 
offer only a restricted range of flights. It often takes 20 years or more f»)r 
them lo come of age and become popular. No matter how congested the 
original airport becomes airlines will not move lo the new one. Diplo-
matic wrangles are not uncommon: British Airways was banned from 
flying to Turkey when Turkish AiHines was banished from Heathrow to 
London's second airport. Galwick. Many second airports, such as Dulles 
and Narita. remain pn)blems long after they open. In fact Gatwick is one 
of the more successful second airports, owing in part to the (relatively) 
efficient pricing/allocation policies adopted by the British Airports 
Authority (Amos and Bullock. 1979; Linle and McLeod. 1972). 

Second airports usually raise a variety of environmental issues. They 

may alleviate some problems — such as aircraft noise in the city — but 

they create new problems or merely shift the old ones to new areas. The 

face of the countryside is changed along with the ecology of neighbour-

hoods. Roads to the airport must go through urban areas, creating noise 

and p«illuiion (though sometimes relieving access routes to the old air-

port). The Foulncss/Maplin site was originally adopted as an cnvin>n-

mentally "good" site for a third U)ndon airport. Only after its adoption did 

the problems (previously pointed out by the Roskill Commission, which 

was overruled in the site choice) become clear. 

The second Sydney airport (SSA) has been subjected to more eco-

nomic and environmental analysis than perhaps any other project in 

Australia. There is a bewildering variety of reports on the subject (see 

Mills, 1982. for a survey and critique of the most recent group of studies). 

The result, unfortunately, is that the main alternatives do not emerge very 

clearly. 

The purpose of this paper is noi to review the reports nor to put forward 

views about which speciflc alternative is best. Most of the options have 

been analysed; our purpose here is to distil the trade-offs. Some general 

background on the economics of airports and the airport system of 

SydtKy will set the stage for a discussion «)f the three main problems. 

I I I . A I R P O R T S AND T H E S Y D N K Y R E G I O N 

Second airports are always �required' in ten years' time. In fact, many 

cities delay investment in new airports for considerable periods without 

serious problems. What usually happens is that airports' capacities ex-

pand gradually through technical progress, and changes in medxxls of 

operation make it possible for priority users to be catered for. Low value 

u.sers are diverted. Airports are often subject to sharp peaks in demand, 

meaning that capacity may be pressed hard during part of (lie day yet be 

underused at other limes. In these respects K S A Sydney is fairiy typical. 
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Demand for its facilities is growing rapidly and there arc no alternatives 
for much of the trafHc. It is subject to peaks in demand during which 
delays may develop. The main users arc international, interstate and 
intrastate airiines: these accounted for 58.7 per cent of the traffic in 1980 
(Mills, 1982:178). The remaining 41.3 per cent of the traffic was general 
aviation, including commuter airlines. 

The urgency of the need for extra capacity is usually justified in terms 

of the rapid growth rate of air transport. On the other hand, a n)uph idea of 

ihe scope for postponing a major new airport can be gained from noting 

that Ihe forecast demand by airlines in year 2000 is less than the actual 

total demand including general aviation in 1980, However airiines' use of 

peak penod capacity may be greater than this indicates, and it should noi 

be assumed that general aviation will be entirely removed from K S A . 

General aviation includes commuter airlines, business jets, small 

cargo and charter operators, and other small aircraft users. Ftw many of 

them K S A is a convenient airport and is distinctly more desirable than the 

alternatives. Currently, most general aviation operators pay nothing to 

use the facilities. The value they put on using KSA would vary widely, 

with those carrying a high proportion of feeder traffic (i.e.. commuter 

airlines) putting a higher value on it than others. 

The attractiveness of K S A vis-a-vis its altemativcs lies partly in its 

proximity to the centre of Sydney. An SSA would have to be constrticted 

on the urban fringe, involving high financial and time costs to gain 

access. This wil l be the ca.sc whether or not specialised access routes arc 

developed. For general aviation the aiiport at Bankstown is noi as remote 

as an SSA site, but there are difficulties in gaining access to the City or 

K S A . It too is becoming cn)wded. but other general aviation airportN 

exist on the urban fringe. 

There are substantial economies of scale in airports, not so much in 

financial cost as in u.ser convenience On most flights, a pn»ponion of 

passengers wish to travel farther on other flights. At a big aiiport connec-

tions wil l be easy; at a small airport they may not exiM i>r may involve 

considerable wailing time. Other things being equal, passengers prefer to 

travel through busy rather than less busy airports. Cargo interchange is 

also easier at busy airports, and airlines like to have servicing facilities all 

at one airport. Thus, airlines strongly prefer to operate out of the major 

city airpon. 

These iwo factors, access and convenience for interlining, explain why 

iKw airports arc unpopular. They will make Ihe SSA a distinctly less 

attractive alternative to K S A for both passengers and airlines. Thus the 

division of traffic between the two airports will be critical The short term 

question is whether general aviation should continue to be able lo use 

K S A freely, and Ihe longer lerm question will be what traffic will have lo 

move to the SSA. 
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I V . T H E T H R E E M A I N Q U E S T I O N S 

rhe alkK-ation problem 

The fundamental question, in bodi the short and the long term, is who 

IS going to use what airport in the system. Efficient allocation of traffic 

between the airports is desirable but is definitely not automatic. Conges-

tion may develop, traffic may be arbitrarily divencd to inappropriate 

airports, or expensive investnxrnts may be made in an attempt to avoid the 

allocation problem. But the problem cannot be avoided, and it must be 

solved stmiehow. The reason for pnividing additional capacity, such as 

an SSA. is that it is not possible to supply enough capacity at the most 

desired location. When additional capacity is provided, some traffic must 

necessarily be diverted there. 

The usual criterion of efficieiKy is that the users who put the highest 

value on access to a facility should be able to use it Other users who put 

less value on the facility are then forced to use alternatives or mnhing. A 

system of charging based on the opportunity costs associated with the 

facility will achieve this. An airport has a fairiy well defined capacity, 

demand for which will sometimes exceed the maximum available. Some 

rationing device must be used — economists usually prefer price. Arbi-

trarily denying access to certain users, such as general aviation users, is 

an inefficient way to ration capacity. 

The allocation problem involves determining not only who should use 

the preferred airptirt. but also at what times they slxiuld use it Demand at 

peaks may exceed capacity. The inefficient way to ration is through 

congestion: traffic builds up and must face a predictable but costly delay. 

The throughput of the airport is only slightly increased, but cmts increase 

substantially. In addition, the opportunity cost of using the airport differs 

at different times of the day. 

The price solution lo the problem is to charge higher prices for peak 

times and for the preferred airpt>rt until demand no longer exceeds 

capacity Few airports use a pure price system, partly because demand is 

subject to variation fn>m day to day and week to week, yet capacity is 

fixed. A common practice is to declare a capacity of the airport lor each 

time peritxl. Rights to use (or slots) can be auctioned or arbitrarily given 

to the potential users If these users can. and are willing, to trade among 

themselves, those willing to pay most for the slots will obtain them. 

.Arbitrary allocation of slots conveys considerable benefits on airiines that 

obtain them since Hike import quotas) they can be sold. An airport can 

obtain most of Ihe revenue from a price system and yet maintain the 

precision of a slot system by charging a little less than market clearing 

prices, and ensuring thai the slots it gives away are not very valuable. It 
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can keep a little capacity for sale at a given (high) pnce for any users who 
do not obtain slots through trade. but who are willing to pay a high price. 

An allocation system of approximately this type would probably be 

most suited to K S A . Airlines would be able to trade slots through airpon 

scheduling committees. The initial allcKation of slots is m>t imponant 

except in that they are valuable. General aviation users would probably 

be keen to sell or trade their slots as demand grew because the slots would 

become more valuable. No users need be arbitrarily excluded from the 

airpon. Systems like (his operate at London and in the United Stales. 

The likely effect of a pricing-slot scheme would he that the price of 

peak slots and the price of using the preferred airpon would be higher 

than those of off-hours and other airpons. General aviation would be 

discouraged from operating at the peak and. over time, from using K S A . 

Some general aviation users, such as those with connecting flights, 

would be prepared to pay the pnce, but they would be relatively few. 

When a second airpon is available, the pnce of using il would be less 

than that of using (he preferred airpon. This would induce some u.sers to 

switch. The price premium for K S A might be large, because the SSA will 

be a distinctly inferior airpon. While there may be some justificaiion for 

concentrating either domestic or international flights at the SSA. il is 

quite possible that this will be an inefficient solution. An obvious reason 

is (hat people will wish to transfer between domestic and inlemalional 

nights, and separating them will impose large costs 

If airlines are allowed to chiK>se which flights they operate out of the 

S S A . It is unlikely that they would end up operating only domestic or 

international flights out of it. This rarely happens when airlines have 

some choice. Rather, the second airpon is likely to altraci users who do 

not wish lo transfer (or interline) arnl who wish to (ravel lo the airpon by 

car. The expcnence of London airpons is instructive. The two "second" 

airpons, Gatwick and Luton, concentrated on chancr traffic, i.e., low-

cost leisure (raffic, lor years This traffic did not mind inciMiveniencc as 

the price of saving, and did not wish to inleriine. As Gatwick became 

larger and offered a range of flights, its role as an inieriining airpon 

increased. This may be the nH>s( effective role for an SSA. The existence 

of specialist chaner airlines is not neces.sary to achieve this result; rather, 

it is imp«>nant to identify cenain flights as being mainly leisure-oriented. 

Reliance on pnce-based alltKation systems may not lower overall 

demand for capacity by much nor reduce the peak demand substantially 

It will however ensure that the available capacity is efficiently used. An 

attempt lo avoid the alliKalion problem by building an SSA early will not 

only be costly, but will fail. As s<x)n as it is complete the allocation 

problem will need to be solved, and if this is done inefficiently major 

problems wil l remain and the new investment wil l be perceived as a white 

elephant. 
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The Kingsford .Smith expaiLsion problem 

Tlie question of whether to expand K S A can readily be put to the test of 

cost-beneflt analysis. Construction costs of an extra runway and other 

facilities are relatively high because it is a constricted site. The alterna-

tives are to advatKC the date of the SSA to increase general aviation 

airport capacity, the former being the more costly. There is the possible 

cost of additional noise nuisaiK'c. though this may be u:ro if the use of the 

airport by noisy aircraft is restricted. The major beneflt is that the extra 

capacity will beat the most preferred airp«in. where interiining is easiest. 

Several levels of development are possible at K S A . The cheapest is to 

build a short take-off runway. A close-spaced parallel runway would add 

about 40 per cent to capacity; a wide-spaced runway would add close to 

100 per cent and would cost a little more than the close-spaced mnway. 

The noise level al Kinjssford Smith 

The decision about permi.ssible noise created by operations at K S A is 

distinct from the question of total capacity. Jets are the only sigmricanl 

creators of noise, and they are operated mainly by the major airlines. 

Thus the mix of traffic affects the noisiness of an airport. 

The noise nuisaiKe to a given area is often measured by the noisiness of 

each flight in that area and by the number of flights. (Indexes of noisiness 

and number of flights can be developed, though they arc not precise.) If it 

were decided lo keep noise nuisance at current levels, a gradual increase 

in jel operations could be permitted because over time the n»)ise generated 

by jel aircraft can be expected to decline — already quieter types are 

coming into operation. An increase in runway capacity at K S A would 

involve mainly low noise aircraft. I f K S A capacity is not increased the 

noise nuisance may increase because there will be more jet flights, 

although each flight will be quieter. An SSA need not reduce noi.se at 

K S A since the noiser airc^rafl may still tend to u.sc it. 

In the near future, the policy that is best by other crilena will be to use 

KSA more for jets — and this necessarily increases at least one compo-

nent of the noi.se nuLsance index Reduction or limitation of noise created 

al K S A will not be consistent with policies that are otherwise efficient 

The trade-offs must be specified and an explicit policy on permissible 

noise levels established, or a price for rniise creation set. otherwise noise 

generation at K S A may be greater than the efficient level Compensation 

of residents who l(»se by noise may well enable an efficient allocation of 

traffic between airports to become politically acceptable 
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V . C U R R E N T A L T E R N A T I V E S 

It is important that a policy be developed lo mcci the problem of increas-

ing demand at K S A . The altemaiive of doing nothing is. in this case, an 

expensive one If no more capacity is pmvided and allocation rules 

remain as they are, congestion will soon develop and probably quite 

quickly become intolerable. The real alternatives are between efficient 

and inefficient alltKaiion rules, and between expansion at KSA or the 

S S A . A .system of arbitrary traffic allocation elsewhere would be ineffi-

cient al least in some degree. 

Unless some airp«>rts have excess capacity, the alliKaiion system is 

necessarily linked lo the qucsium of where to expand capacity The 

investment options for constructing more general aviation capacity are 

expanding K S A (with short take-off. close- or wide-spaced runways) and 

building the SSA. As demand expands more than one of these may have 

to be undertaken, and timing becomes the important question 

Building more capacity at K S A is an expensive way to avoid Ihe 

allocation problem. I f it is intended to allow general aviation to continue 

using the major airport it is very likely to be socially wasteful. There are 

benefits in general aviation being able to use K S A . but the cosi of 

providing those benefits is likely to prove high relative to the costs of 

using existing airports such as Bankstown. The cheapest way of provid-

ing for general aviation at K S A may be adding a shon runway The 

benefits of this could conceivably outweigh the extra cost though il seems 

unlikely. The only way to lesi ihe idea is to raise pruos .1! K S A . U K I sii-

whether this traffic is prepared to pay the extra cost. 

If il is doubtful whether general aviation would be prepared lo pay ihe 

costs of a short runway al K S A , it certainly would not pay for a full 

ninway. Thus a full runway, close- or wide-spaced, would be a wasteful 

investment in the short term, bul it could be an efficient solution in Ihe 

long lerm. That is. 11 is mn worthwhile now. 

An early opening of the SSA could also enable general aviation to stay 

al K S A , if , for example, intemalional traffic were to be reallocated lothe 

S S A . This would be highly inefficient, however. It would mean that 

aircraft with 400 passengers were being diverted to beyond Liverpool in 

order to allow aircraft with ten or fewer passengers 10 avoid being 

diverted to Bankstown. It is difficult to escape the conclusion thai Ihe 

efficient solution is almost certain 10 involve the diversion of general 

aviation from K S A — probably to Bankstown — though there is a chance 

of a short runway al K S A being worthwhile. It is also clear that any major 

investments in capacity for airline traffic should come after the general 

aviation allocation pn>blem has been solved. 
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Considering the two options for K S A expansion, it is also clear that the 

close-spaced parallel solution, as favoured by the previous federal gov-

ernment, is wasteful. It looks very much like a high-cost way of avoiding 

Ihe allocation problem and attempting to please everyone — except ihc 

residents affected by noise. I f it is worth developing K S A . it is worth 

investing in a wide-spaced runway and achieving a much greater capacity 

at little extra cost (unlevs demand grows slowly, and the real interest rate 

is very high). Compared to schemes involving diversion of general 

aviation, development at K S A will not create more n»)ise nuisance in the 

short term as the number of jets using the airpon will be no greater In the 

long term, however, more jets will operate out of K S A . though they will 

be quieter. It is difficult to predict the net change in noise nuisance. 

The long term altemative is between K S A with wide-spaced parallel 

runways and Ihe SSA. This amounts to a problem of evaluating the extra 

cost of the K S A developments, plus the additional noise cost, and 

possible additional congestion costs imposed on the region, as against the 

extra travel and inconvenience costs of the SSA Would users be prepared 

to pay the higher cost of K S A . including perhaps a levy to compensate 

those adversely affected by noise? The only real test is to adopt pricing/ 

auctioning policies as discussed in the previous section and find out. 

V I . C O N ( 1.1 SIONS 

The complexities of the second Sydney airpon question owe niainly to 

the wide range of inefficient allocatK>n possibilities, and to political 

attempts lo avoid allocation decisions by adopting high cost options that 

please everyone (exc-cpt those who pay for them). There are subjective 

issues such as the cost of noise nuisance, the extent to which residents 

near K S A should be forced lo tolerate it. and the value of K S A ' s 

convenieiKe to airiitK-s and passengers. Recent researc'h has helped 

answer some of these questions, but from now on major advances in our 

knowledge will probably come only from the results of actual market 

experiments. 

The most elTicient approach to the airport problem in .Sydney is 

straightforward The first step is to establish efficient capacity alkxation 

devices (which need not be solely prices). The.se will probably discour-

age general aviation use of K S A as traffic grows. If Ihe pnces ihal achieve 

diversion of traffic are low. there is no urgeiwy lor an SSA because 

capacity will be adequate If the prices need lo be high, there is again no 

urgeiwy for the SSA as it will be judged a poor altemative to K S A . 

Additional capacity may be needed for diverted traffic; it will be relative-

ly cheap to pmvide. Cleariy these steps should he undertaken before 
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major inves(men(s in capaci(y for high value (mainly auiine) (raffic arc 
undenaken Observing (he prices (hat users are prepared (arkl not pre-
pared) lo pay will help lo quandfy (he value of K S A ' s convenience. Tlic 
choice he(ween an SSA and wide-spaced runways a( KSA will become 
clearer, even though some questions (such as permissible m)ise levels) 
wil l still be disputable. Even granted the lags asstxriaied with major 
investments, (he growth of traffic is not so rapid that decisions are needed 
immediately. If efficient traffic allocation melh<xLs are adopted, we still 
have a few years in which to consider the alternatives. 
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Discussion 

Q: I have a question for Peter Forsyth about the pricing of buying a sloi at 

the airpon I I seemed to me that you were saying that there would be little 

difference between pnces set in advance, and an auction system. I would 

have gone for the auctions straight away since bidding for the slots is 

going to reveal information about the congestion of the airpon Planners 

will get a signal about increasing capacity and can see the effect it will 

have on the cost recovery program Why did you appear indifferent 

between the iwo plans? 

Forsyth: I didn't mean to give the idea ihai I was indifferent I would 

prefer the auction plan myself. I would think that as you say constructing 

a price system would be fairiy difficuh given thai you don't know a lot of 

the required information. 

Q: Two qiKsiions for Peier Forsyth. You said that if the pnce you get is 

low or if i l IS high, then perhaps thai indicates that there is no need for 

additional airpon capacity. Is there a middle ground where there is a 

need.' And second, would you assume thai Bankstown is ready lo take up 

the excess demand, or perhaps that it may not be able lo handle the 

additional operational problems? 

Forsyth: I don't see that there is a middle ground. No mailer which way 

you look at it there is no urgency for a second Sydney airpon or for 

committing ourselves lo major investments before working out wh«) is 

going to go where or at least trying to find out who is willing to go where. 

On the question t>f Bankstown, sure there may be operational problems 

al Bankstown What would then be needed would be more general 

aviation capacity — not necessarily at Bankstown bul al some of the other 

oulskirt aerodromes like Fairfield. Camden, and so on. The point here is 

that a ranking of airports will develop Perhaps Bankstown will be used 

more and more ftw pas.scnger chaner and commuter aircraft, and the aero 

clubs and so fonh will tend to go funher out — presuming of course that 

Ihey are not prepared to pay the .same pnce for the c»)nvcnience as the 

commuter airlines would be. I recognise that there are problems with 

Bankstown, bui building extra general aviafion capacity out at Badgery's 

Creek, let's say, is going to be a hell of lot cheaper than building a major 

international airpod. 

Q: I am woiHlcring how you stan the process of a ikM system as you 

describe il? Do you loss everyone out first and then stan off fresh? For 
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example, international airlines schedule several months in advance and 
Australia is al the end of the line on a lot of long routes. There is a small 
window they must gel into. I f they don'l know two or three months in 
advance that they can have that spot in Sydney, they will start getting the 
next spot in Hong Kong and the next one in London and Perth. 

Say for example you ran a sample on computer and got the ten prime 

slots from the intemationul (K>int of view. Negotiations could go on 

indefinitly for the right price. It could be the last day before the schedule 

is due lo start before the intemational airiine gets its slot. How is that 

more efficient than the present congestion where you leave it to the users 

to son it out for themselves? 

Forsyth: Airline congestion is just pure wasted fuel, wasted time, and 

wasted everything else. I agree that it is sometimes fairly difficult lo work 

oul a slot system where everyone gets what they warn in time. But most 

major US airports. London, and I think some other European airports use 

slot systems. What happens is that you get allocated slots a fairiy long 

time in advaiKe. I f you are worried about stability you can always reserve 

a certain number of slots — say 90 per cent allocated in advance and 

another 10 per cent that you are prepared to al locale. al a price. on shorter 

notice. 

Q: When a new operator comes on the scene how does he fit into the 

system thai has already allocated the slots? 

Forsyth: l l depends on the slot system in operation. In some US airports 

they can trade off slots with other airiines. For example one airline might 

have a bit of spare capacity in Chicago and might make a deal with 

another airline to trade the two o'clock slot in Chicago for an extra slot in 

New York — something along those lines. How docs a new airline gel a 

slot? In a straight auction system it could bid; sometimes in the US they 

reuin certain slots for just random allocation or just new airiines. and so 

forth. There are a range of possibilities, but my preference would be one 

where trading slots would be etKouraged and where it would become 

profitable lo buy a certain proportion of them at a price. 

Q: Can you imagine the l A F C taking into account what ihe airiine pays 

for that slot as part of its fare simcture? 

Forsyth: Well, presumably more of the air navigational charges would 

be loaded onto airport use as an airport use charge, and ihe busy airpons 

would be charging higher fees. So users would have to scramble less and 

pay fewer navigational charges. This would help lo avoid ihc situation 

where three or four 20-scaler aircraft hold up several jumbos. 
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Q: Peter Forsyth, I think you said in your paper thai where a second 
airport is located is not a great ecoiMimic problem. Would you claNirate 
on that? 

Forsyth: Perhaps I should say it a little more precisely I don t mean that 

it is not a major problem. But from an analytical p<)int of view we can 

fairly easily point out what is involved. We can say for example that 

Badgery's Creek would be a riKKe convenient site than Goulbum That is 

fairly straightforward. Then we can look between Badgery's Creek and 

Galston or anywhere else and calculate the different costs and benefits of 

airports in different locations. It is not always an easy job but it is not as 

though it is a really confused issue because we know what to look for. Of 

course many of the ci>sis and benefits are not going to be straight 

ecoiMmic ones with dollar signs on them More houses will be affected 

here, a wilderness area will be affected there, and so a politician will have 

to work out lhal sort of balance. But it is a straightfoward tradeoff. 
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I . I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Given the nature of this occasion. I thought it would be appmpnatc to 

make a tew speculative and probably provocative remarks about di)mes-

tic aviation policy in Australia. An underlying theme of my remarks is the 

extent to which aviation policy itself is shaped by speculation regarding 

the outcomes of aJtemative policies. Therefore I may be somewhat 

vulnerable to the charge of inconsistency, but I have not let this circum-

scribe my remarks. 

I would like to indulge in a very brief review of Australia's domestic 

aviation policy under three headings: regulation, redistribution and risk. 

Although these three R 's may be somewhat contrived. I hope to illustrate 

how they provide a useful, if not particularly novel basis for understand-

ing the origins, current status and probable future of domestic aviation 

policy in Australia. At the same time I should confess to another rather 

artificial construction: I intend to relate these three R's to three broad 

issues— inefficieiKy. inequity and mstability—and to three eleincnts of 

policy — principles, presumptions and performance. This contrived 

scheme for reviewing the core of Australia's domestic aviation policy, 

i.e.. the "Two-Airline Policy', is set out in Figure 1. I will refer to the 

headings on the right of the figure a little later. 

I I . R E G U L A T I O N : THE T W O - A I R L I N E P O L I C Y 

An appreciation for the historical importance of regulation, redistribution 

and risk can be readily gained by examining the origin and development 

of the Two-Airline Policy. In the late 1940s and early 1950s the airline 

industry underwent considerable organisaiional restructuring, as we 

would expect of a relatively new and expanding industry. Such restruc-

turing was seen in many quarters as reflecting an inherent instability 
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F I G U R E I : One view of the Two-Ai r l ine Policy from three 

perspectives 

unacceptable in such an industry. When ii appeared that this resimcturing 

would lead lo one major airline (which happened to be the govcmmeni-

owned airline), an 'ideological compromise' in Ihc form of a two-airline 

policy (one publicly owned and one privately owned) was established — 
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with ihe altendani regulations. Thus, exposure to major perceived nsks 

was removed, HnarKial security of the airliiKS was provided for. and the 

instability of the industry was resolved. While there have been significant 

relaxations at the periphery (for example, air freight, specialised services 

and discount fares), the essential core of Ihe Two-Airline Policy remains 

intact after more than three decades — a peri«xl over which the aviation 

industry has matured considerably. 

The Two-Airline Policy has been described as prohibitive, protection-

ist, and palemalisiic — features of industry policy that are hardly un-

known in Australia. However, while other industries may be subject to 

considerable government intervention, domestic aviation startds out in 

terms of the directness and comprehensiveness of its economic regula-

tion. Quantity and quality of inputs and outputs are controlled by the 

Department of Aviation, and prices are subject to approval by the 

Independent Air Fares Committee. Substantive business decisions able to 

be taken by the airlines are limited — although a little less siiKe the 1981 

legislation. For s«)mc decisions, such as scheduling, airline discretion is 

circumscribed. 

At the same time, the agreement between the airlines and the Govern-

ment provided considerable scope for dealing with alleged inequities 

associated with the provision of air services, especially concerning 

routes, levels of service and fares. Eventually, a fare formula was 

introduced so that fares differed essentially only by distance flown (and 

indeed, until recently, the difference in fares was proportional to the 

difference in distance flown). Thus, through economic regulation, tares 

could be moulded to reflect perceived equity, even though such fares 

were in many cases demonstrably inefficient. 

I I I . R E D I . S T R I B I J T I O N 

Governments have u.sed the regulation of industry, in this case the 

aviation industry, as an instrument for redistribution to serve particular 

social and political ends. There is nothing new in that Numerous studies 

identify industry regulation as a device outside the explicit budget ap-

propriation process that can effect particular forms of redistribution 

While Ihe provision of subsidies to specific groups is a proper function of 

government, it seems desirable in our political system that such subsidies 

be explicit arui visible, arid serve their intended purposes in the nwst 

cost-effective way. 

A key question to be answered here is who arc- the gainers and who are 

the k)sers under the Two-Airline Policy compared to some alternative 

policy. Groups with a vested interest in the Two-Airiine Policy and who 
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have asserted varying degrees of influence in shaping and preserving it 
include: ( I ) the airlines' owners, shareholders and employees (staff and 
management); (2) certain consumers of airline services (particular types 
of travellers and destinations); (3) suppliers of airline inputs: (4) other 
business interests involved with complcmenlary activities, such us tour-
ism operators, or close substitutes, such as international carriers and 
surface mtnle operators; and (5) regulators, bureaucrats, politicians, and 
possibly even academics, who are affected by and respond I D the degree 
of regulation of the industry. 

Identifying rent-seeking in the Australian civil aviation indu^(ry and 

estimating its forms and size would he a fruitful area for policy-oriented 

research. So too would further investigation of criiss-subsidisation in the 

provision of air services. This issue is pertinent to an appreciation of the 

operation of the Two-Airline Policy itself and to likely origins of resis-

tance to changes in i l . On this issue of redistribution, let me note that 

provisions of the l A F C Act (1981) call for the development of a workable 

and appropriate definition of cross-subsidisation in the context of the 

trunk route network — where joint costs are substantial. 

I V . T W O K I N D S O F R I S K 

Now lei mc turn to the question of risk in the contexl of domestic aviation 

policy. I actually have in mind two different matters in relation to this 

heading. The first concerns the actual exposure to risk of an accident 

associated with travel by air. There are some important research ques-

tions here associated with the proper characterisation of very low 

probability events such as airline accidents and incidents. Clearly, air 

travellers and the public at large perceive the risk of an air accident quite 

differently from the risk of a road accident. It is worth noting that ihc 

safety record of the airline industry in Australia over the last 25 years or 

so is superb, and among the top in the world. The high technical 

performance and reliability of the airlines and the .strong regulations 

governing airworthiness. Hight standards and air o|)erations illustrate the 

importance placed on minimising exposure of passengers and others to 

risk. 

The second matter I want to raise in conrteciion with risk is the aversion 

to risk that lends to be a part of bureaucratic and political behaviour. 

Understandably, this is most evident with respect to attitudes toward and 

approaches to air safety. Air safety cannot really be divorced from 

economic considerations — it costs money to maintain. The selected cost 

effective strategy may be the one that achieves maximum tolerable levels 

of risk — despite a stn)ng reluctance on the pan of politicians and 
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regulators to c«)ncede publicly the necessity to deal with such difficult 

questions and the trade-offs they involve. 

Bureaucratic risk aversion is a signiHcani factor in the policy making 

process. In particular. I want to focus on its relevance to the Two-Airline 

Policy. Quite simply. I suggest that there tends to be an inherent con-

servatism on the pan of politicians, bureaucrats, and regulators in their 

appn^ach to both large and small changes lo an ongoing policy. especially 

i f that policy is working well fn>m a technical standpoint This is quite 

understandable when we think of the rapidly diminishing marginal gains 

( 'utility') to the politician or regulator personally from successful policy 

changes. Moreover, there are constraints on how fast policies can be 

changed For the bureaucrat, the best policy tends to be the one that works 

tolerably well and involves the least downside risk in terms of its potential 

effects, including career consequences for those who might be held 

responsible. Whether such an approach leads to a combination of resis-

tance to change and inertia, or to a combination of responsibility to 

passengers and carefully measured reform, is open to debate 

V . A N O T H E R T H R K E R'S: R E V I E W . R E S E A R C H AND 

K K K O K M 

My focus on regulation, redistribution and risk is designed to illustrate 

another aspect of domestic aviation polic>. rumcly ttie policy review 

process. I want to briefly raise the question of the peninence of research 

in this context and also comment on some charactenstics of political and 

bureaucratic behaviour 

Over the past six years or .so (since the DoriKstic Air Transport K>licy 

Review) considerable research has been undenaken in Australia on the 

domestic airline indu.slry. The main focus of this research has been the 

assessment of the TwivAirline Policy, with particular reference to ilw 

economic performarKe of the two airlines (factor productivity, prontabil-

ity. scheduling and costs) and the structure and level of fares These arc 

quite complex research areas and results have been subject lo certain 

qualifications. Claims of incompleteness and inaccuracy have been ad-

vanced, some of them legitimate bui others merely to rationalise a 

conservative policy posture — a point to which I will return later 

However, a substantial body of research is rH>w available that suggests, 

on the basis of several indicators, that the ecoruimic performarKe of the 

two major airlines in Australia does not compare favourably with that of 

other airiines. typically those in less regulated environments. Yet this 

research has had only a m\not influerKe in the policy area. 

Of course, it is not unusual for such research lo have little impact. 1 

suggest that this is especially ime in the Australian context Change and 
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improvements in airline performance and efficiency are most likely to be 
achieved by experimentation in the market place. This can (Kcur when 
the incumbents introduce new services and new fares (which have been 
modest until recently) or when new entrants provide effective competi-
tion (which has been es.sentially non-existent until recently and is still 
vciy limited). The latter is more likely to put pressure on incumbents to 
improve their cost performance. Without these 'experiments', it is still 
possible for pressure to be exerted from outside, albeit bluntly. For 
example, if comparable air services are provided successfully elsewhere 
at much lower prices, the demonstration effect can cause passengers aiMl 

potential passengers to exert political pressure tor change (cf. Laker). 
However, unless the performance of iiKumbent airlines is grossly in-
ferior, merely identifying airline inefficieiKy and its causes (forexample, 
attributing it to a regulatory enviroiiment such as ttje Two-Airiine Policy) 
is unlikely to initiate policy review and reform. 

I am not saying that more analytical work on the economic efficiency 

of the airline industry is not valuable — on the contrary I firmly believe it 

is. Rather. I suggest that research also needs to be directed to areas other 

than economic efficiency, and this may mean some reallocation of 

research priorities — at lent as I see them. Specifically, in the context of 

review and assessment of the Two-Airline Policy, I submit that Ihe issues 

of redistribution and nsk are at least as important as the issue of economic 

efficiency in aviation policy deliberations. More research into these areas 

may not lead to a change in policy, but it will clarify and impnwe general 

understanding of the policy objectives of the Tw<v Airiinc Policy and how 

they are being served. 

A final matter in respect of my heading of policy review, research and 

reform concerns the sr/x and path of change. Changes emNxlicd in the 

new Two-Airline Policy legislation arc marginal — for example, greater 

entry is allowed to provide 'specialised services' A fundariKntal policy 

question is whether small changes to a policy pnivide an adequate basis 

for commercially viable experimentation, and also feedback on the likely 

net benefits of further change. The 'toe-in-the-water' appniach is consis-

tent with nsk aversion — small changes can usually be modified or 

withdrawn if the effects are judged unsatisfactory. Moreover, many 

believe that the effects of small changes are more pmlictabic than the full 

consequences of large 'structural' changes. 

it may be worth assessing carefully the conclusion reached by Alfred 

Kahn. Chairman of the US Civ i l Aeronautics Board during the introduc-

tory phase of the recent deregulation of Ihe US domestic airline industry. 

Kahn came to the view that the change from a more regulated lo a less 

regulated or deregulated regime should be implemented quickly and not 

in a piecemeal fashion. Gradual relaxation of the rules or mere 'tinkering' 

with the institutional framework can prevent adequate scope for airliiKs 
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to explore markets, develop new services, nniic structures and fares, and 

undertake organisational rationalisation, mergers arul soon. 

Whether Kuhn's coiKlusion and the logic behind il arc applicable in 

Australia is not immediately apparent. There are substantial differences 

between Australia's Two-Airline Policy and the US regulatory regime 

prior to deregulation. Moreover, the Australian trunk route network 

consists of a wide nux of route densities and stage lengths (including 

several long thin routes) and. overall, a relatively small market llie 

outcome of partial relaxation of entry, and in particular its commcaial 

viability, wil l depend on the specific routes and pricing conditions that 

arc rH)minaled. There is considerable scope for policy-relevant research 

in this area. Such research could examine not only the likely outcome of 

changes in regulatory arrangements but also the likely path of adjustment 

including effects on services offered, passenger groups and others affect-

ed, and the retaliation prospects of the existing airlines. Such research 

may help to reduce the risk of change as perceived by regulators and 

politicians — and hetKe assist in the adoption of policy reforms. 

However, it should be recognised that business activity by its very 

nature involves uncertainty and commercial risk. This risk may be 

reduced and/or spread by economic regulations, particularly the control 

of entry and exit. A degree of finaiKial stability may be achieved and this 

may be satisfactory to the airlines and even reassuring to government 

But the opportunity costs may be high. By suppressing or removing the 

incentive for cntrepreneunal effort, the search for profitable innovations 

— new markets, products and procedures — is discouraged aiKl eco-

nomic performance can suffer. 

Regulation of economic activity, including airlines, is typically 

adopted to meet a number of objectives. Often these objectives are not 

well defined and invariably they are in conflict. A pn>per starting point 

for debate in this area is explicit and rational consideration of the extent to 

which the various objectives are met under existing policy and the 

changes that would happen (i.e. . the various �opp»)rtunity costs') under 

alternative policies. Given the inherent uncertainties involved in such a 

process, it is difficuh to avoid appeal at some point to personal judgment 

An important task for research is to improve predictability and the 

information base so that there is reduced need for judgments about 

individual policy outcomes and an improved basis for making choices 

among policy alternatives themselves. 

V I . C O N C L U S I O N 

Bearing in mind the current state of knowledge and judgment, let mc 

conclude by expounding three different views of domestic aviation policy 
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in Australia. These views capture many of the points I have touched 
upon. 

From one point of view there is resisunce. inertia and pnx:rasiination. 

A second view sees responsibility, inquiry and perspicacity. The third 

view is one of reform, innovation and progress I leave it to you to judge 

which perspective may best characterise domestic aviation policy de-

velopment in Australia. 
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Discussion 

Kevin Cairns (member of l A F C ) : I would like to make one or two 

points in relation to Colin Gannon's remarks. First, if you are looking at 

an overall policy change that affects people all around the country , they 

wil l want to know what their ultimate position is going to be. It is not 

sufficient to say that the market system will look after everything, the 

allocation of resources will sec that you are O K . therefore we can goon. 

That IS just not on. Changes can only go at the pace at which people will 

understand what is going to happen That always deserves to be home in 

mind when limking at the Two-Airline Policy and regulation. 

One other comment. There are industries that are inore regulated than 

airlines. Michael Kirby was here this moming and Michael is an agncul-

tural economist He should tell us something about the sugar industry, 

because the sugar industry would think the airline industry was an open, 

free-market set of anarc-hists. So I think those tilings ought be home in 

mind 

Now I want to say a few things about the application of the Air Fares 

Committee Act itself and the way we have administered it You may not 

be aware of the details. There are several types of reviews that apply to 

pricing policy for airlines. There is what is luiown as a major airfares 

review, which takes into account many costs plus a few other things and 

applies to changes in air fares in excess of 5 per cent Thcrc- is a minor 

airfares review, which takes into account smaller changes in cost on a 

small number of items such as fuel, wages, and soon. Minor reviews are 

done from time to time There is a c«>st allocation review, which is the 

(Kcasion on which you can have public representation concerning the 

cost within the sy.stcm as well as being the occasion on which significant 

demand factors can be taken into account. In a cost allocation review the 

review process itself applies to an existing air system And finally 

discount fares are reviewed as well. I think that that makes up the total 

The difficulties of deciding upon a pricing policy that is understood 

and accepted by the Australian public I ' l l illustrate in a couple of ways. 

You go around the country and everybixJy has a view about airiarcs and 

no one ever wants them to go up. In Western Australia, they have one 

simple theme always: they have been the subject of an injustice over 

many years and that injustice is continuing. In Sydney, the simple line is 

that I t ' s the commerical capital of Australia and so it ought to have a 

system of airfares that makes it available to nutst people in the country at 

reasonable costs and prcferably by air. Canberra, of course, has said that 

it is Ihe cultural capital of Au.stralia and everybody ought to be able to 

travel there by air. I think the Tasmanians are the most ingenuous. They 
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say that pricing policies on airfares to and within Tasmania should be 
regarded as marginal or incremental to the rest of the Australia. The fact 
that I have left out Brisbane and Melbourne merely means that they were 
too slothful to think of something new. But everybody has a view with 
respect to airfares and all of them must be taken into account. So you get 
misunderstandings. 

I want to deal with a few of the misunderstandings that have occurred 

and been referred to in the press recently I saw an article the other day 

written by John Stackhouse. He said the Independent Air Fares Commit-

tee acts as a barrier between people and the pricing policies. He a\so 

misunderstands discount fares, There are cost-ba.sed discount fares and 

demand-based discount fares. The second type occurs much more fre-

quently within the total system than the first It would be fair to say that 

discounting and competition have been pushed into the system more over 

the last 18 months than ever before. In fact we have dealt with about 160 

discount fares and discount fare applications siiKe we have been in 

existence. 

We do have some problems with discount fares Under the discount 

procedures of the Act itself, there are three criteria to be home in mind: 

the effects of discounts on other fares: that they are to be applied without 

discrimination ( I 'm not going to go ttirough this section of the Act in 

detail); and that they are to add to profitability. But one thing the discount 

fares procedures as we interpret it doesn't enable us lo do is make very 

complete judgments about cross-subsidisation within the system. In fact 

there can be significant discount fares on one part of the system, a third of 

those operating on one part of the same airiine system, and yet cross-

subsidisation, which some might say could occur under such circum-

stances, is not allowed to be contemplated within the discount fares 

priKcdure. 

There are three important points to consider when making decisions on 

discount fares: discount fares should be aimed at generating new travel-

lers, at topping up aircraft usage, and at ensuring that the basic fares paid 

by the majority of Australians don't have to be irtcreascd. That sentence 

acknowledges the limitations of the discount fare procedure in determin-

ing cross-subsidisation. Where discount fare traffic becomes predomi-

nant on a route, there is a danger that discount passengers may be 

cross-subsidised by that airline's normal fare-paying passengers. So we 

do have to concern ourselves with these issues and wc do have to make 

judgments in relation to them. 

One final comriKnt. We do have to make choices, sometimes very 

difficult ones. It is not a matter of making recommendations or giving a 

bit of advice and sitting s<}mewherc letting someone else make the 

decisions We have to make the choices and sometimes those choices are 

difficult. But I can assure you that they arc always just. 
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General Discussion 

Findlay: MrCaims ' comments about perceived fairness pn>mpt me to try 

to articulate another view of how we should allocate resources. He said it 

wasn't on that we didn't know in advamx what Ihe outcome was going to 

be. It seems to me that 's an enormous and formidable task and it raises the 

fundamental question about what critena and what instilutions we arc 

going to use to allocate resources. Our resources are too scarce to be 

thrown away: they don't fall like manna fmm heaven If we use them 

efficiently then we can pursue more social goals. The question is how are 

we going lo do it. 

If we wanted to know in advance what the outcome was going to be. we 

would have to have a very highly planned economy. The alternative is to 

let market forces make those allocative decisions I agree in principle 

with the view that that creates an enormous amount of uncertainy in the 

world, and people are unsure about whether they arc going to be em-

ployed or not or what prices they are going to pay for the goods 

But it seems to me that the market is more likely to be accepted as an 

allocative device if we can create an envimnment where people have faith 

in redistributive devices. In other words, we compensate people after the 

event if we want to. And I 'd rather hear a view that it's bener to build up 

that feeling in the community than to go the other route and say ttiat we 

always need to know in advance exactly what is going happen. 

Cai rns : When I say that people ought to know in advance. I'm not being 

unreasonable and saying that they ought to know everything in advance, 

but they ought to know the range of likely outcomes that would affect 

them. I think you have touched upon one of the understandings that 

people in Australia always want. They do want to see that there is a sen.sc 

of equity or fairness about what is to happen, who are going to be the 

gainers and the losers, who will be in the plus situation and wlm in the 

minus situatiim as far as it is rea.sonable to be able to sec. It is not going to 

be sufficient just to withdraw from that kind of judgmeni and say let's 

ignore it and go on. because it is not going to work I am always 

impressed that that sense of equity, or like with like, seems stronger in 

Australia than in almost any other country in the worid. 

In nispecl of the air pricing system we must be acutely aware of the 

national and the local cross-subsidies that would apply so that the policy 

can be accepted by people in general I think that there is a strain ot that 

type running around Australia and it will apply to the acceptance of any 

public economic policy. 
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Q: In our discussion of risk aversion we really only mentioned the 
bureaucracy and the politicians, and I 'm just wondering how much the 
regulatory structure itself has affected the airlines and other people in the 
business wanting to take risks in getting into the new areas. I 'm im-
pressed with what East-West has been doing recently and would like to 
hear your observations on the effects of the regulatory structure i>n the 
likelihood of businesses taking risks. 

Cairns: You arc right in picking me up on that with respect to this airlines 

case. Cleariy Peter was discussing a pt>licy position that goes back quite a 

long lime and that, while il doesn't guarantee a rate of return, provides a 

fair mechanism by which normal risks — systematic risks in panicular — 

to which business is exposed can be predicted. Consequently the rate of 

return is more stable and the variations are lower, and that is a conse-

quence of the regulatory position. So to the airiines. if you like, the cost 

of capital or degree of risk is lower. 

But you might. I think, be fair in saying we should 'speculate' (and I 'm 

m)t playing with words) that there should be a bit ot quid pro quo when 

there is regulation. At least there should be a partnership and diversified 

responsibility between government and the airliites with respect to pnces. 

capacity, and quality. Then the discretion and hence the responsibility 

control nexus is broken. But this is speculation on principle It presumes 

that under such a climate there is less demand for management to exercise 

the kinds of normal management skills, discretion, entrepreneurship. and 

judgment than would be called for in a risky envimment. 

kimplon: I want to make two comments because I think there are some 

assumptions being incorporated in people's approaches to this topic, and 

perhaps a slightly different view of those might be of some benefit. 

First of all . I want to talk about what people refer to as the two airline 

system'. Il has been suggested a number of times today that this system 

got tighter rather than l(H»ser when it was renegotiated in 1981. In my 

view that is not quite the correct assessment of the situation There were 

three majt>r changes made to the airiines agreement when it was renewed 

in 1981 Incidentally, these arc my views rather ilum ilic views ol my 

employer. First, access to trunk routes was opened up to regional opera-

tors whose prescribed routes coiuiected trunk nHiie centres. But let's 

avoid talking in the legal terms and talk in terms of examples What ihc 

agreemeni really does is to allow East-West, for instance, who services 

Sydney to Albtiry and then a connecting service fmm Albury to Mel-

bourne, to carry passengers all the way thn>ugh rather than just between 

Sydney and Albury, gel them all off, then Albury to Melbourne, and vice 

versa The number of passengers they are able to transport in that way is 
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controlled by the agreement, and it is limited to, and this is not the exact 
legal expression, a minority of pa.ssengcrs. But it is a step forward in 
terms of allowing regional operators access to tronk routes, so to me that 
is the first area where the opportunities for competition were increased. I 
think it is probably common knowledge that East-West was seeking to 
exploit this increased level of competition allowed. 

The second area wlierc competition was enhanced in quite a broad way 

was that freight was completely taken out of the scope of the agreemcni 

Air freight is no longer subject to the arrangements contained in the 

airlines agreement. And that has had all sorts of impact on all types of 

operators in terms of enhancing the degree to which they can suit business 

to their areas and offer competitive pricing strategies to obtain business. 

The third area where competition was enhaiKed was in the degree of 

competitiveness between ourselves and T A A as trunk mute t»pcrators. 

Under the old system, there was a requirement that at virtually all times 

the fares charged by Ansctt and T A A be the same. So we moved as one 

with respect to core fares and discount fares. But the 1981 agreemcni 

does in fact allow and encourage Ansett and T A A to be innovative in the 

area of discounting. And I like to think in fact that we are. Quite 

frequently one or the other of the trunk route operators is first into the 

marketplace with a new fare. Subsequently that fare may be matched by 

Ihe other trtmk n)ute operator, Or one or the other of the trunk route 

operators may in fact offer a discount that isn't matched by the other trunk 

route operator. 

It seems to me worth drawing attention to those changes because they 

arc often overlooked, and w hen talking about a two-airiine system I think 

we are not doing justice to the legislative arrangements In fact I think we 

are talking about perhaps a two-and-a-third or a two-and-a-quarter airiine 

system. And if you look at that in terms of historical continuum it is a 

move towards deregulation. 

I also want to say that I found today very useful. I think I probably 

reflect the opinion of other people from the airiines industry who are here 

ttxlay because those of us who work in the industry don't perhaps have as 

many opportunities as we should to hear our industry talked ab«>ut by 

analysts fn>m outside. Having said that though. I believe that we need to 

look for opportunities to explain ourselves better to those of you who 

derive your livings as economists in universities and other places, to give 

you a belter understanding of the operational constraints within which we 

have to work. 

Let me just give two examples that showed up today. One was the area 

that Rob Elder of the DOA talked about in relation lo Peter Forsyth's 

paper on the Sydney airport: the sheer operational difficulties of auction-

ing and allocating slots, given the logistical difficulties facing the inter 

national airline operators. Those difficulties are of course a function not 
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only of their route structurcs and wherever their journeys start or finish 
but also of the curfew that operates at Kingsford Smith Airport. So in fact 
you must compress a lot of activity into a relatively small space of time 
and these things need to be understood in U)oking at how space or time 
slots at Sydney's Kingsford Smith Airport ought to be made available. 

The other area where 1 feel that the sharing of experience or views 

between the industry and the cc-onomisis would be helpful is in this 

question of cost. Peter Forsyth's first paper slatted from the assumption 

that a very high proportion of airline costs are fixed We wouldn't 

necessarily share that opinion. In our experience there is a very complex 

interaction among variables such as capacity and aircraft type, route, 

demand at a certain time of day. or even for that matter nol flying a 

particular route, aiKl this interaction means a much larger variability of 

costs than is generally perceived. 

So the assumption that a very high proportion of costs in the airiine 

industry is fixed is nol borne out by our experience, and it is not home out 

by the way we approach the discount fare question in our operations. We 

avoid for instaiKe discount fares that could cause us to expand capacity in 

a situation where wc can otherwise reduce it and reduce the costs that go 

with it — unless of course the fares cover the costs of that additional 

capacity. 

That is probably as much as I ought to say but I am one of the last two 

remaining airiine respresentatives here, and I think we ought U) thank the 

CIS for putting this conference on. It has been a useful exercise and I hope 

that it leads to further exchanges of views over the months and years 

ahead. 

Rob Elder ( D O A ) : I want to make a plea on behalf of the policy advisera 

among us. Wc don't have the luxury of going to our political masters and 

asking them to take all their clothes off and jump into Lake Burk:y Griffin 

in the middle of winter, safe in the knowledge thai the market forces will 

sort out their problems. Without that alternative wc have to look at 

developing a framework of where we are going from our own 

experiences. 

I was somewhat disappointed this morning. You developed a lot of 

thoughts on American deregulation practice and experieiKC. and then 

UN)k it one step towards what might happen in Australia. But then when 

Kevin Cairns raised the question of hubs and so forth the discussion 

virtually stopped and ended with a suggestion that that was the airiines' 

problem. And then it wasn't the airlines' problem but somebody else's 

problem. The policy adviser is stuck in the middle of all that. What I am 

really making is a pica for is some more work to be done by the 

economists on these issues to give us some more guidance, so that the 

debate on deregulation becomes more rational and moa- open and more 
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people get involved in it. I think that way we are less likely to make 
mistakes, whatever moves are made in the next few years. 

Lindsay: Others here arc a little bit more familiar with the American 

experietKe. but would an American policy adviser of about 15 years ago 

have asked the same questions about hubs? And if so what would have 

been the answer? I don't know that it would have been predictable what 

hubs would develop, and certainly what hubs have developed recently by 

even some of the very small airlines. I just noticed in the press very 

recently that Piedmont, which operates in South Carolina, has developed 

a very small hubbing/spoke system of its own networking into Delta. 

Taking up what Chris has said, such hubbing would be fairly 

unpredictable. 

Findlay: The US expenence is an obvious source of data on what general 

direction things will take. Now whether to aim for a full scale analysis of 

what it will be like with deregulation seems lo be an investment decision. 

Is it going to pay off. or how much is it going to contritmte to reform? 

That sort of work is part of the strategy for reform What I was trying to 

say was that, in the longer run. we could move to an envinanment where 

we don't need comprehensive planning services but could simply recog-

nise the equity goals that Kevin Cairns rightly stressed. 

B a l l : I wish to respond in part to what Kevin Caims said, which I inteqiret 

as a request lo talk about specifics rather than about pritKiples or aNiui 

the way markets or deregulated enviroments work. I don'i think this is a 

realistic request to make. It is like a request to give us the sort of 

specifications that an entrepreneur would show to his bank manager in 

coming up with specific proposals. One of the features of the unregulated 

market is the extent to which individuals engage in trial and error or 

engage in the nonplanning sorts of solutions that Chris was referring to. 

And it's just not possible to specify in advance what the end result of all 

that will be. People try something, they don't make money, in other 

words consumers don't support them, they abandon it. they try some-

thing else. There is a lot of uncertainty at the outset in an unregulated 

environment that just cannot realistically be prespecified. So to ask 

people here to write down what would happen in an unregulated market is 

not realistic. I think it is a totally unfair question. 

Folder: We are not looking for details, but also we can't really work 

within the framework of just continuity of the status quo and the intro-

duction of a deregulated environment. There must be something in 

between. 
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Bali : L^t mc say something about ihe Australian political structure that 
makes it even harder lo speak about changes in lite system. It was 

mentioned this morning — the fact that we itave no political entrepre-
neurs, or at best very few. The only way a new issue, a specific issue can 
ciTKrge witlKMit widespread support in our political agenda is for a 
splinter party to arise, as did ttte Australian Democrats. Our politicians 
almost always vote on party lines, in tlK US you can get politicians to 
cross tile floor Wi»cn tiiey are involved with a particular issue, wlicrc 
there IS a sufficient consiitueiKy, a politician or set of politicians can be 
entrepreneurs in representing that consiiiucncv and the issue will arise in 
the Congress. That has happened around deregulation of various 
industries. 

I understand that you are in a very urK'omfortable position because it is 

very difficult to see a widespread political constituency for deregulation. 

Marftarel Starrs: I would have thought from wiiat we have heard iiere 

today that i f evidence were needed to convince the Minister that deregu-

lation was the way to go il could be found in what we have presented 

today here. We had Michael Kirhy telling us that Australian airiine ciwts 

are 55 per cent higher than American airiine costs, and thai in the 

American situation thai there are a lot of promotional fares — I mean. I 

don't see lhai the evidence isn't there if you want to make a case. 

Forsyth: i-ollowing on from this, if you Itxik at the debate in the US for 

deregulation, you'll find that liiere were various people saying tlial this 

would happen or tliat would happen But if you look at the range of fairly 

serious economic studies on the likely impact, sure tliey got some things 

wrong bui the broad picture was very much as they predicted. Admittedly 

some things they didn't predict so well, one of llicse was the pressure on 

pilots' salaries. But more broadly spealung the analysts did pick the 

effects pretty well. 

Starrs: I think one of the interesting results of llie American deregulation 

experience, and it was a function of liie regulatory framework in 

Amencu. was that there was an increase in load factors, although the load 

factors in America arc still lower titan Australian load factors And that 

always womes me wiien I think aixHit deregulation Will tiiat be an 

outcome of Australian deregulation? Tliat would tiicrefore he a cost 

iiKrcase really, wouldn't it? 

Forsyth: We often hear from people who don't think deregulation in 

Australia and the US are comparable, and certainly you can't compare 

everything. In fact I think in terms of kwd factors they are not compar-

able The main reason is that in Australia we have a fairiy flexible 
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scheduling system, making it easier lo put extra (lights on or dn>p stimc 

f l ights out. and that means it is possible to have higher load factors. In 

Amer ica they lend more to just schedule three flights andthats that. This 

makes it more dif f icul t to gel high load factors. 

KIder: I have found the last twenty mmutcs or so lascinaiing. We haven't 

mentioned the consumer otKC m that time. I thought the whole thrust of 

deregulation was aimed at the ultimate interest of the consumer. 

(Gannon: I understand and I think Rob Elder is right in characterising the 

problems f rom where he sits as a policy advi.sor. One way to repeat the 

point he made is to ask. when he goes back lo Canberra w hat useful piece 

of information docs he lake out of this kind of disciLssion? I don't 

necessarily mean deregulation or not deregulation but inlormation that 

points to performance or changes or how to change the current situation. 

There is an inherent confl ict , which I ined lobnngoui . in the politician 

who wants to know within reasonable bounds what happens if I do 

something? W h y should I do it ? And I guess just observing the discussion 

one would have lo conclude thai so far the information that is around is 

not adequate, as perceived by policy advLsors and/or policy makers, to 

generate change. I know that's a generalisation but I ihink that i f a 

problem persists it presumably means it is noi sufFiciently documented as 

.seen by those in power. Either thai or the consequences are reasonably 

w e l l perceived and we are back to that gainers and losers and redistribu-

tion question. So is it inadequate information and risk aversion, or is it 

redistribution — or is it that the performance as perceived by the people 

o f Austral ia is not that far out o f kilter. I have tried to make the point that it 

i s the initiatives a ix l evaluations in the long term that the East-Wests and 

so on make that do arou.se and ca l l ft)r some decision on whether any 

action is needed or not. I just wonder whether out of this any useful 

information w i l l go back to Canberra on this issue about how the indusiry 

is dealt wi th in the future. 

Lindsay: T h e C I S is trying here today to provide neutral ground where 

we can a l l get together. When we set this particular fonim up we invited 

al l the people we perceived as interested in the aviation area to participate 

and i f possible to give papers or comments I he people who gave papers 

today are those who accepted our invitation I would like to have had 

others as we l l . 

In the future we w i l l be looking at other policy areas and again 

providing this sort o f forum where ideas can be exchanged. 
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Aviation polk:y In Australia has been ckjseiy re9ulated by the 
government. Recent reviews of the Two-Airline Policy have re-
sulted in some relaxation of government control but the industry 
still suffers from ineflicierKies and relatively high costs. The 
papers in ttils volume examine vartous aspects of domestk: avia-
tion In Australia in light of economic research and anempt to 
suggest directions tor ImprovemenL in terms of both Internal 
airline efficiency and passenger comtort arxl convenience. 

Christopher Rndlay uses ttie Inrwvative economic concept of 
'contestability' to show that there Is iHtte danger of one airline 
assuming a monopoly position In Australia If aviation were de-
regulated Michael KIrtty descnt>es the experience of US airlines 
and passengers with deregulation. Frank Gallagher discusses 
the posslt)ility of Integrating domestic and interrwtlonal aviation. 
The effects of recession on airline costs, revenues and profit are 
discussed by Peter Forsyth. David Starkta and Margaret Starrs 
use ttie South Australian airline market to ilkistrate wfuii can 
haopen under deregulation and free competition. Palar Forsyth s 
secoTKt paper examines whetfier there is a need tor a second 
international airport in Sydrwy. Ar>d Colin Gannon tooks at ttie 
results of regulation and ttie likeliTtood of cbar>ge 
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